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The purpose of this study was to determine if participation in Women's Liberation results in identity change in the individual participants. As a pilot study, it examines the characteristic experiences of a study group of twenty-six local participants and compares the effects of their participation with a theoretical model of identity change process proposed by Ward H. Goodenough in Cooperation in Change. According to this model the process of identity change is a consequence of specific kinds of realizations.
fostered by a series of definable stages which are: 1) achieving a desire for identity change, 2) making a commitment to change, 3) attaining an understanding of what needs to be changed (which involves recognizing the problems and solutions to achieving change), and 4) having the new identity accepted by others.

The research included an examination of available materials on Women's Liberation, the consultation of some general literature on the status of women, personal participation in various Women's Movement activities, observation of individual participants and groups in action, the collection of in-depth interview statements and biographies from a study group of twenty-six women who are Women's Liberation participants, and finally, a comparative study of the findings.

The comparative study involved an analysis of the interview information in light of the theoretical model of identity change. Specifically analyzed were the process involved in facilitating identity change, and the actual effects of participation on the women in the study group (as this related to identity change). A discussion is presented of the informants' experiences and how they see themselves since participation, and a discussion of some of the aspects of public response to women's participation in Women's Liberation activities.

The findings show that all of the women studied ex-
experienced identity change in varying degrees; all have been subjected to new self-confrontation experiences; all made physical and/or psychological behavioral modifications; all experienced changes in their categories of perception and their criteria for evaluating their changed perceptions; and, all have some understanding of what they want changed and how to achieve it. The most extensive identity changes occur in those who are most actively involved, in those who have had the most exposure to radical political activities and those whose social circumstances are most favorably receptive to Women's Liberation. Individuals who are not extensively involved, who have conservative political and/or religious backgrounds, and who are exposed to continued hostile or negative reception on the part of others to their activities are blocked from achieving extensive identity change. In general, the experiences and behavior of the women in this study conforms to what is now known about women's participation in the movement and the general public's response to Women's Liberationists.

The study presents a brief history of the background of the movement, a discussion of the theoretical model used, an account of the research methodology, a series of sample portraits of women in the study, the data analysis, an application of the theoretical framework to the data, and a brief discussion of some general implications of the Women's Movement as a whole. This thesis shows that participation in the movement produces identity change which conforms to an antth-
ropological model of identity change process.
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In the course of deliberation about the selection of Women's Liberation as a subject for research I became an active participant in the movement. As a participant observer I was not only an active member of the movement, but also what Ward Goodenough refers to as an "agent of change" (see Chapter II). I do not feel that my being a participant and an organizer limited or hampered my ability to deal with the subject, but rather deepened my perception of the movement and enabled me to deal with the subject with a much more profound understanding. It remains for my department and for my readers to pass on my objectivity of the subject.

In addition, I wish to note there is no single Women's Liberation Movement as such. For every woman in the movement there exists a different idea of what the movement is. In spite of this it is possible to form a composite of ideas and find a body of adherents and label them "Women's Liberationists," and to know further that they would concur with the findings and agree to being part of this composite group.

It is necessary to bear this in mind when considering the movement as a whole in order not to be confused by the
variations which occur within the movement.

Finally, I would like to say that the whole experience of doing research on the topic of Women's Liberation has profoundly changed my life, if not in its external circumstances certainly in my head. I have come to know many lovely women whom I would not otherwise had an opportunity to meet. Some of these women and I have worked together to develop and teach a college course on the Women's Movement and in the process I had further opportunity to meet women as students who have contributed much to my understanding and development as a teacher.

I would like to give special thanks to Kathy, my daughters, and the other women with whom I live, who have held my hand during crisis periods and managed our household so I could work; to Ann Clarkson, Kathy West, and Barbara Vatter, with whom I worked to develop an introductory course on Women's Liberation and who helped team teach the first offering; to all of the women who agreed to be interviewed and share with me part of their lives; to the members of my department who took the time to plow through all of my first proposals and endure my harassment; and especially to my major thesis advisor, Dr. Shirley M. Kennedy, for her time, patience, endurance, and help with what has proven to be a most rewarding task.
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INTRODUCTION

During the past century the lives of women have undergone some profound changes which have been accompanied by various and numerable inconsistencies and contradictions. Modern industrial society, constantly undergoing rapid changes, has produced a multi-faceted culture, with constant and varied inter-culture contacts, consequently increasing the possibilities for cultural disorientation. Traditional cultural values are frequently unsuited to changing social situations and they often prevent or deter individuals from pursuing courses of action which would be to their own or to society's best interests. On the other hand, if behaviors contrary to the traditional norms are pursued, the individuals may be made to suffer guilt over violation of cultural mores that no longer serve any socially useful function. Then too, culturally defined behaviors are sometimes adhered to in the face of changing conditions without any necessarily conscious awareness of the discrepancies involved. The roles which cultural tradition dictates individuals play are sometimes at odds with the reality of their actual situations and, as a result, frequently produce either frustration in the pursuit of basic interests or an imbalance of privileges and obligations, or both. Further, changes in
traditional cultural forms produce new situations and often create problems if they are not defined and accepted by the society.¹

The lives of women in today's world reflect all of these conditions, and one of the consequences of the cultural contradictions is the emergence of the Women's Liberation Movement.

All across the country women are coming together to participate in a variety of activities and to form groups which they label "Women's Liberation." These women seem to feel they need a new identity as women, an identity which will "liberate" them from their traditional roles as Adam's helpmate, Adam's wife, Adam's rib or whatever position puts them in a subordinate role to that of men.²

The most common theme which appears in the stated aims of the participants is the demand for equal opportunity of life chances and a change in the traditional status of women.³ This idea appears to unify Women's Liberation groups throughout the country regardless of what their organizational work consists or what their specific goals or purpose may be. These groups, both large and small, are attempting to gain a new identity for women which some hope will provide them with the same rights and privileges that are enjoyed by male members of this society, and which some hope will produce an androgenous society (that is, one in which the usual distinctions between men
and women produced by their sex-role stereotyping are eliminated or blended) thus allowing both men and women to participate in a broader range of behaviors and roles.⁴

Although there exists at present voluminous materials of recent publication on the subject of women and the Women's Liberation Movement in the United States (and elsewhere), there is no specific anthropological study as yet on the characteristic features of Movement participants. The present interest displayed on the part of the general public and in the news media, as well as the proliferation of college courses dealing with the subject seems to warrant an extensive study of women's participation in Women's Liberation. In addition, the movement, as a current cultural phenomenon, cuts across class groupings to encompass women from a variety of socio-economic and ethnic sub-groups, consequently a study of their participation seems to be of special interest to anthropology. Moreover, a study of the movement seems important because its aims appear directed towards total cultural change and if completely realized would affect the lives of everyone.

The following is a study of the Women's Liberation Movement from the perspective of identity change, with the hope of making a contribution to anthropological studies relating to the dynamics of social change.⁵ This is a pilot study of the characteristic experiences of local participants in the movement to determine if participation results
in identity change, that is, if the activities of the movement participants are consonant with anthropological models of identity change process.

The particular model of identity change process, that is, the theoretical framework adopted, is taken from Ward Goodenough's model of directed identity change suggested for use by applied anthropologists in working with community development. Goodenough maintains that individual life-histories are marked by a series of identity changes and these identity changes involve a number of necessary conditions: 1) achieving a desire for identity change; 2) making a commitment to change; 3) attaining an understanding of what needs to be changed (that is, what specific aspects of their lives they think should be changed), as well as recognizing the problems of achieving change and the solutions to these problems; and 4) having the new identity accepted by others.

In this study I utilize Goodenough's theoretical framework to examine the features of participation among movement women and the kinds of experiences involved in their participation as they relate to Goodenough's variables. That is, I analyze the process involved in facilitating identity change in participants of the movement in terms of their commitment and their understanding of what they want changed, as well as how they see themselves in their present roles. There is also an examination of some
of the characteristic features of the general public's response to women's participation in the movement.

The following chapters contain a short general history of the Women's Liberation Movement as necessary background information to the study, an extended discussion of the theoretical framework, an account of the research done and the methodology used, a description of the informants' statistical characteristics and some sample portraits, the detailed research findings, and finally, an analysis and discussion of the findings in light of the theoretical framework and the conclusions drawn from the study presented in summary. Footnotes to each section are to be found following the individual sections.
INTRODUCTION

1For further elaboration of the cultural contradictions and its effects on sex-roles see Mirra Komarovsky, "Cultural Contradictions and Sex Roles," in American Journal of Sociology, Vol. 52, No. 3 (Nov. 1946), 184-189.


3Equal opportunity of life chances is considered here as the public domain. Women do not enjoy the same "life chances" that men do in this regard in that they do not have equal access to the same economic opportunities as do men. For example, women, as well as other minorities, constitute the majority of wage-earners in this society; college educated women earn on the average only half as much as men with eighth grade educations; positions of power are held, in the main, by men; and positions of high status are dominated by men. All of these situations are not only related to the fact that traditionally the "woman's place" has been in the home, but also because as women's traditional social role in the home becomes less fulfilling or socially significant their participation in the public domain increases in importance as a means to self-fulfillment. However, the public domain is "masculinized;" that is, employment patterns of hiring and advancement are derived from masculine life styles and masculine qualities (e.g., aggressiveness, dominance, competitiveness) are those things most highly rewarded. The socially approved characteristics for women, on the other hand, (such as nurturance, passivity, concern for interpersonal relations, interest in maintaining order and stability) are devalued in the public sphere and this restricts women's opportunity for self-fulfillment. Consequently women do not enjoy (as a general situation) equal opportunity of life chances with men.

Further studies on the economic as well as the behavioral aspects of women's social situation can be found in articles by the following writers in the bibliography: Judith Bardwick, Bem and Bem, David McClelland, Marija M. Hughes, Joan Jordan, Gunnar Myrdal, Alice Rossi, and Esther Peterson, among others.
According to Carolyn Heilbrun's definition of androgenous, in "The Masculine Wilderness of the American Novel," in Saturday Review, Jan. 29, 1972, p. 41, "it is an ideal which allows full humanity to a human being without confining him within the conventional expectations for his sex."

According to Homer Barnett, Innovation: The Basis of Cultural Change, (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1953), "a study of culture change takes us beyond the appearance of a new idea into a consideration of its acceptance and rejection," (p. 291), and further, "all cultural changes are initiated by individuals" (p. 39), therefore an understanding of the effects of the Women's Liberation Movement in terms of the dynamics of social change must begin with an analysis of the motivation of its individual participants.


CHAPTER I

THE WOMEN'S LIBERATION MOVEMENT

"Women's Liberation" is a term applied to a current social movement which manifests itself in a variety of forms and group activities.¹ It is not, as popular misconception sometimes has it, a single body or formal organization, rather, it is a general term used to designate extensive types of independent groups of women who are seemingly united as a whole by a common body of ideas and goals.

This movement is founded upon the increased awareness of some women of the fact that aspects of the woman's position are, according to the ideals and goals for individuals in this society, unequal to those of men; that, in fact, the general social condition of women is unequal to that of men.² Women labeled "Women's Liberationists" seemingly share this awareness of their social condition. In addition, this awareness provides the impetus to various current movement activities, and it also provided the impetus to the earlier women's rights movement as well.

In terms of numbers, women in today's movement seem to constitute a relatively small minority of the total population of women. Due to the amorphous structure of the movement, accurate statistics are difficult if not impossible to
obtain. However, if it is possible to judge on the basis of the available literature pertaining to the movement, on the sudden proliferation of college courses dealing with the condition of women, and on the responses to the movement in the mass media, it is widespread and growing rapidly. 3

The specific stated aims of individual Women's Liberation organizations within the movement are numerous. They range from demands for equality of educational opportunities with men to equal pay and equal job opportunities for women. In addition, various groups are seeking free day-care centers and legalized abortions for women all across the country. The aims of some groups concern elimination of the double standard as regards sexual behavior for men and women, while other groups, sometimes labeled extremist or "the enfants terribles of the movement" seek total segregation of the sexes and complete social revolution. 5

Variation in the specific aims of individual groups has resulted in a split of goal orientation between reformist and revolutionist approaches, and whether the movement should be reform oriented or revolution oriented remains a much disputed and unresolved issue for many groups. Kyriakos M. Kontopoulo says that:

There is, however, some evidence that the radical [e.g., revolutionary] groups are gaining in importance. On the other hand, one should not believe that there is unity among the many radical groups of Women's Liberation, and this in spite of the fact that there is an apparent coalition and fairly well expressed coactivation vis-a-vis specific
issues, like abortion.  

Regardless of the general lack of positive unity and specific policy orientation, Women's Liberation groups seek to achieve the general liberation of women in terms of economic, social, and political equality with men. Moreover, the Women's Movement of today has its antecedents in the recent historical past, and this should be examined in order to view the current Women's Movement in its proper perspective, and in order to understand and appreciate current Women's Liberation activities.

SOME HISTORICAL ANTECEDENTS

Women's Liberation groups are not new phenomena in American society, nor are they restricted to the activities of the suffragists familiar to most Americans from a paragraph or two in their elementary history books. Viewed in its early development as the "Women's Rights Movement," and currently as the "Women's Liberation Movement," the whole might be more properly designated the "Feminist Movement."

The origins of the earliest feminist movement appear to be related to a number of factors which include changes in the form of the family over time which directly affected the lives of women, the early industrial revolution which produced social changes in women's lives, the abolitionist movement which drew women into public political activity, and the rise in opportunities for higher education for wo-
Although it is difficult to establish a positive cause and effect relationship it seems that all of these conditions contributed to the development and growth of the feminist movement.

The most significant of the contributing factors to the rise of the first feminist movement appears to be the abolitionist activities of the nineteenth century. However, the groundwork for the rise of feminism had been laid prior to this and is reflected in the historical writings of the times. Mary Wollstonecraft's work, A Vindication of the Rights of Women, appeared in England in 1792; Abigail Adams was complaining about the position of women, in writing, in 1777; and, a number of New England women around the turn of the eighteenth century were writing about the social and legal position of women.12

The writings of these women, and others like them were ahead of their time, but they helped to lay the foundation for later feminist activities. The great humanist philosopher John Stuart Mill later published an essay (in 1869) entitled "The Subjection of Women," which was influenced by Mary Wollstonecraft's work, but by the time Mill's essay was published the feminist movement had gained extensively in adherents and strength and had taken on a definite "movement" quality.13

In the late 1820's and early 1830's Northern women of middle and upper class backgrounds, generally with some
higher education, were becoming active in the movement to abolish slavery. Working as abolitionists many of these women were immediately faced with the restrictions placed on their own persons; and, in addition, it became quite difficult to avoid the parallels in the social condition of women and that of slaves. Women at this time were under the immediate legal and economic jurisdiction of men, either their father's, their husband's, or some male relative. Women in groups found they had difficulty meeting in public, and special difficulty in being heard or listened to in mixed public meetings. They discovered that being an abolitionist meant dealing first with the authority of white males; it also meant dealing with the issue of "whose rights should be obtained first." Black abolitionist and white women working together often found themselves debating the issues of "Women's Rights versus Black Rights" (Black males) and the moderates among them chose to put aside the question of "Women's Rights" until the abolition movement could be achieved and suffrage obtained for black men.

The Society of Friends played an interesting and significant role in the feminist movement, too. The first abolition society was formed by the Society of Friends (in 1783 in Britain), and the Society of Friends was alone among the major religious institutions to permit women a voice in religious affairs. Women in the Quaker church were allowed to speak at meetings and often ordained as ministers. More-
over, the Society believed women should be educated and
instructed in "whatsoever things were civil and useful in
creation." The opportunity which the Quaker church pro-
vided its women members was inestimable and reflected re-
peatedly in the fact that the majority of women prominent
in the abolition movement and active in forming the women's
rights movement and later suffrage movement were Quakers,
women like Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B. Anthony, and
Lucretia Mott. But there were other women who contributed
their efforts and talents to all of these activities as well.

In 1840 an anti-slavery convention was held in London
and abolition societies from all over the interested and
participating Western World sent delegates. Included among
these were three women delegates from the United States,
Lucretia Mott, Ann Green Phillips, and Elizabeth Cady Stan-
ton. The first issue the convention raised was the seating
of these delegates. The traditions of the time did not
readily permit women to engage in public political activity,
and moreover, the convention had not invited women, and it
was not considered proper for women of the Victorian era to
appear in public especially to discuss political issues
with men in public meetings.

At this point, the World Anti-Slavery Convention came
to a stand still while the issue of seating the women as
legal, voting delegates was debated. Some felt that the
entire convention should be dissolved rather than admit
women delegates on an equal basis with men. The convention, held to discuss the issue of equal rights for Black people, would permit these women delegates from Massachusetts and Pennsylvania to attend the convention only if they were seated behind a curtained enclosure and remained silent.\textsuperscript{16}

The women delegates adjourned to a near-by hotel to discuss the absurdity of the situation and decided that they must hold a convention of their own. In 1848 Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Lucretia Mott called the first women's rights convention which met in Seneca Falls, New York.\textsuperscript{17}

To make the situation additionally poignant the women who called the first Women's Rights Convention had to "break and enter" in order to use the hall they had previously arranged for because a group of men locked the doors feeling that such a convention was not "proper" for women.\textsuperscript{18}

It was because of their active participation in the abolition movement that the women who held the first Women's Rights Convention had learned to organize, to hold public meetings, and to conduct public petition campaigns. Moreover, as active abolitionists they first won the right to speak publicly and, in addition, they began to develop a philosophy of their basic rights and their place in society. All of this political experience went into the making of a successful convention at Seneca Falls.\textsuperscript{19}

At this convention, generally regarded as the birth of the movement for women's rights, the women in attendance
drew up the first public declaration of rights for women. Modeled after the American Declaration of Independence, their declaration was addressed to "Man" and listed a long set of women's grievances. The only resolution the women failed to pass unanimously had to do with women's enfranchisement and although it ultimately passed it did so by a very small margin. Many of the women in attendance had been working long and hard for the abolition of slavery and in their views that issue took precedence over suffrage for women in general. The ideas expressed at the Seneca Falls Convention spread rapidly and there followed more meetings so that by 1850 the effects of this first women's rights convention were felt as far west as Kansas and Wisconsin.20

With the exception of the year 1857 national women's rights conventions were held every year from 1850 to 1860. However, no permanent women's rights organization emerged during this time, only a loosely formed steering committee, referred to as the Central Committee, was active and this was composed of one or more women from any state having any women's rights activity.21

Although the women at that time were denied suffrage, the early women's rights movement displayed little interest in obtaining the vote, with perhaps the exception of Elizabeth Cady Stanton. The most immediate issues on which the women focused their attention had to do with control of their own property, control over their own earnings (at that
time both were prohibited by law), divorce, guardianship of
their children, opportunities for employment and education,
their lack of legal status (women could not bear witness or
sue), and the entire concept of female inferiority which was
perpetuated by established social and religious traditions.
In fact, one of the early protestors of the ideas of women's
intellectual inferiority was Mary Wollstonecraft, and the
essay on "The Subjection of Women," by Mill dealt extensive-
ly with the contradictions in this idea. His argument is an
interesting and amusing one, and incidently depicts the
subservient role of women:

...that women are considered fit to have such a
choice as to who governs them, may be presumed
from the fact, that the law already gives it to
women in the most important of all cases to
themselves: for the choice of the man who is to
govern a woman to the end of life, is always
supposed to be voluntarily made by herself.

Mill argued for woman suffrage also. 22

Religious tradition strongly affected the status of
women and the argument against the Biblical justification
for the inferior position of women was dealt with very ear-
ly in the feminist movement by Sarah Moore Grimke, in an
article called "The Equality of the Sexes and The Condition
of Women" (1838). Miss Grimke was also instrumental in
opening the way for women to speak publicly, and she,
along with her sister Angelina, was active in both the
abolition movement and the feminist movement. Sarah is
frequently cited in today's feminist literature for the following statement:

I ask no favors of my sex... All I ask of our brethren is that they take their feet from off our necks.23

Women who were active in the feminist movement during the nineteenth century came largely from upper and middle-class backgrounds. These were the women who could have household help, who were able to obtain a higher education, whose labor was not drawn into factory work, and who could afford to participate in social reform movements. They became active and gained political experience not only in the abolition movement, but prison reform, mental care reforms, schooling for women, and education for Black people as well; and they were systematically moving into occupations formerly held exclusively by men. In 1848 Maria Mitchell, the astronomer and a feminist, was the first woman to be elected to both the American Academy of Arts and Sciences and the American Association for the Advancement of Science. She was incidently a Quaker. In 1849 Elizabeth Blackwell became the first American woman to be certified as a medical doctor. Her personal struggle to gain admission to medical school and to be permitted to attend all her classes is an interesting example of the barriers women faced in obtaining entry to men's professions. The first woman to be admitted to the bar was Belva Lockwood. This event did not
take place until 1879. Although she could, in theory, practice law, she did not have the right to vote, a right women were not to obtain until 1920, after a very long period of struggle.24

In Century of Struggle, Eleanor Flexner explains the situation women faced this way:

Because it took so long for women to be admitted on a basis of equality to existing professional organizations, they were compelled to establish their own, in medicine, law, and other fields. These organizations continue to exist today as evidence that professional women still encounter prejudice and special difficulties in carrying on the work of their choice.25

As the women of the nineteenth century worked to be permitted a place in public life they founded women's colleges in increasing numbers making it possible for larger numbers of women to get educations and become eligible to participate in public activities on professional levels. However, such educational opportunities remained largely the privilege of the well-to-do. Nevertheless, such opportunities helped reduce social resistance to having women participate in public roles and also produced the women who were to make the women's suffrage movement successful.

In the history of the struggle for women's rights the suffrage movement remains the longest and most hard-won of all the issues nineteenth century women struggled to obtain. The struggle for enfranchisement began with Elizabeth Cady Stanton at the Seneca Falls Convention in 1848. It grew more important as a public issue after the Civil War and the
passing of the fifteenth amendment granting suffrage to Black males. The majority of the women who devoted their lives to the cause of woman's suffrage died before it became a reality, Mrs. Stanton, Susan Anthony, Lucy Stone, Anna Howard Shaw, among some of the more prominent, but they had worked with the suffrage movement while generations of women came and went in their organizations. The following statement from Flexner's history of the woman's rights movement explains in part why obtaining the vote was so difficult.

It cannot be repeated too often that for women working a ten or twelve hour day, whose earnings were almost half those of men, whose lives were often bounded by the sweatshop, and whose relation to their employer lacked any safe-guards to personal dignity or job tenure, "equal rights" was a question of more than education or getting the vote. For them equality also meant better pay for their labor, security from fire and machine hazards or the unwanted attentions of a foreman...Until more of them could work for these goals through a trade union, other issues were remote and unreal, a fact partially attested to by the relatively small degree of participation by such women in the suffrage movement.26

Opposition on the part of the railroad companies, liquor distributors, and manufacturing corporations also helped to delay the passing of the nineteenth amendment which gave women the vote. Then too, resistance on the part of women themselves was a factor. Women felt then, as some do now, that status and security in being a woman resided in having husbands "to look after their interests, and they needed no new laws to protect their rights."27
There are some additional situations of note in the nineteenth century feminist movement which repeat themselves in the neo-feminist movement in the 1960's, and these are the opposition on the part of the press to women's activities, and the question of costume.

In general during the early years of women's rights organization, 1840's to 1860's, the press did very little to further the women's cause. Their reporting was either absent or unfavorable, they were intent upon ridiculing women's efforts in their own behalf and consequently women had to rely on either the abolitionist papers to report their meetings or publish journals of their own. The masthead on Susan Anthony's early journal read "Men, their rights and nothing more; Women, their rights and nothing less." This publication, entitled The Revolution, came out on January 8, 1868, and was the first woman's newspaper, to be followed by numerous others.28

As to the issue of costume, in the latter half of the nineteenth century feminists staged a clothing style revolt resulting in the "Bloomer Costume" and suffragists were known as "Bloomer girls." However, the immediate consequence of this was public ridicule.

If the women were physically more comfortable, they suffered untold mental tortures. They were the butt of unceasing ridicule, from newspaper editors to corner loafers and small boys.28

Eventually the costume was discarded with the justification that the woman could then better utilize their energy in
more productive pursuits.

This first feminist movement came to an end with the winning of the vote. Most authors of women's history generally concluded that the women had worked so long and so hard in the cause of women's suffrage that their energy was spent and the organizations they had created for this purpose were no longer needed and eventually disappeared. 31

The early feminists did more, however, than win the vote, they won the right of women to inherit and hold legal title to property, to legal possession of their own earnings, to obtain divorce, to have legal guardianship over their children, to testify in courts of law, to sue, to sign contracts, to become doctors, lawyers, scientists, or whatever, and to a place in public life.

Since the early feminist movement was so successful in winning rights for women one could ask the question of today's movement, "what do these women want?" To answer this question it is necessary to examine the current Women's Liberation Movement and the events which produced this neo-feminist resurgence.
THE RISE OF NEO-FEMINISM

The 1920's ended with the stock market crash of 1929, then came the depression years of the 1930's, and World War II. World War II dramatically affected the lives of American women but it did not directly give rise to any neo-feminist movements. Women were recruited into the labor force in large numbers to meet war production needs while men were going overseas. The ability of these women to qualify for jobs was never an issue. They became truck drivers, welders, technicians, and in general met the demands of industrial production wherever they were employed. Moreover, no one claimed they were "unfeminine" nor that they were neglecting their children and their homes by taking such jobs.

In 1944 and 1945 women were slowly let out of their war production jobs and returned to the private sector of American society, while men returning from the service went to college in increasing numbers on the G.I. Bill and replaced women in available jobs in business and industry. The disappearance of large numbers of women from the labor force is reported by the Bureau of Labor and news media as a "withdrawing from" or "dropping out of" the labor force. It occurred, interestingly enough, at a time when it was convenient for American business and industry.31

Analysis of statistics and various magazine and news
publications for the fifteen years following the end of World War II shows that women were being encouraged to stay home and be housewives and mothers. The "baby boom" reflects the fact that this was exactly what the majority of these women were doing.  

It would be contrary to fact, however, to say that a conscious effort was being made at this time to keep women in the home, more likely women's magazine editors felt it necessary to write about and reflect what the majority of women were actually doing. The scarcity of the depression years was being compensated for in the affluence following World War II. Moreover, the cultural ideal for women has been that they be wives and mothers as their major occupation; and, when circumstances permit, this is what the majority of women do.

Then in the 1950's women again began questioning the "role of woman," the traditional concept that "woman's place was in the home." Simone De Beauvoir's classic work *The Second Sex*, was printed in this country in 1953, and *The Feminine Mystique*, by Betty Friedan, came out in 1963 and was immediately a best seller. These were the first of the neo-feminist publications to stir the imaginations of women in large numbers. Both books dealt with the concept of the inferior status of women and its causes.  

In spite of these two early major publications, the neo-feminist movement was still slow to catch on. Women
read these books in the privacy of their homes, but they did not rush out to form any organizations. The development of organizations came again in the wake of civil rights activities.

During the 1950's more women than ever before were attending colleges and universities and they were becoming more publically involved. At the same time large numbers of Black veterans were returning to school on the G.I. Bill following the Korean war, and the contradiction the Blacks felt between American ideals and racial discrimination gave renewed impetus to the civil rights movement, a movement participated in by white male and female students all over the country.

Participation in civil rights activities again provided women with the opportunity to develop some political skills and it gave them the political experience to understand the conditions of their own lives. Women went South in large numbers to help register Black people at the polls. Working with young male students in the same kinds of activity the women found themselves assigned to tasks normally assigned to them, making coffee, fetching food, cleaning up, typing, and routine office work. They were systematically excluded from activities which would permit them to make decisions or develop leadership skills. These areas of activity the men reserved for themselves. In addition, out of civil rights activities engaged in by students came the so-
called radical student organizations, the S.D.S., S.N.I.C.A., and the Berkeley Free Speech Movement, student strikes, the Peace Movement with its anti-war demonstrations, and the "drop-out" counter-culture movement with its so-called "hippie" communes.

During this time women began to translate their political experience in these activities into political theory and to develop new women's rights groups. Initially, the frustration experienced by women in dealing with men in various civil rights organizations was simply that, individually felt frustration. However, the frustration led to the formation of "rap" groups in which women got together, without the men, to discuss their individual problems and the experiences they were having. These rap groups became the heart of the neo-feminist revival in the early 1960's. By mid-1960 rap groups were forming throughout the country and their purpose was clearly "Women's Liberation."

The basic aim of the rap groups became "consciousness-raising"; that is, to develop in the participating women an awareness of their situation as women, a "consciousness" of the social condition of being female with its resultant discrimination. Moreover, the rap groups aimed, not at group therapy, but at the formulation of political theory, the idea that women should translate their personal experiences into political theory and action.\(^3\)

At this same time women began to publish. There were
widespread activities and groups formed during this time. Organizations like the National Organization for Women (NOW), Redstockings, the Radical Feminists, SCUM (Society for Cutting Up Men), and WITCH (Women's International Terrorist Conspiracy From Hell), came into being. When feminist groups picketed the Miss America contest in Atlantic City in 1968 the Women's Liberation Movement drew national attention.35

Thus, during the 1960's a new impetus in the direction of emancipation and self-actualization of women manifested itself. This impetus was expressed in a number of ways: first, in a radical search for identity; second, in the literary articulation by numerous women writers; and, finally, in the creation of neo-feminist groups.36

The new burst of feminist activity differs from the earlier feminist movement in the fact that its focus appears to be on "personal liberation" as opposed to "group liberation" (e.g., obtaining legal status for women as a whole). Women who are drawn to today's movement appear to be seeking individual liberation, and they express the fact that they feel thwarted in a variety of ways, largely, but not entirely through their roles as women. The women in the new movement appear to be interested not so much in changing the lives of others as they are in changing their own lives first. One writer sums it up this way:

The movement at the present time is in the process
of developing an understanding of the condition of women and increasing the awareness of the problems of women both in its adherents and in the society as a whole.37

The rap groups, designed as they are to permit women to share their experiences, are attempting to implement change in the traditional status of women on a personal level by developing the individual woman's awareness of the implications of her existing status. Barbara Bovee Polk states that:

The changes which women attempt to implement usually begin with altering attitudes and interactions in relationships with husbands, boyfriends, employer, co-workers, and female friends, with the goal of seeing oneself, and being seen, as an equal in interpersonal relationships. This change is perhaps the most difficult and the most fundamental for the Women's Liberation Movement. For to change interactions, a woman must begin to change her entire concept of herself and begin to present a self-image which deviates from the accepted norms of the society.38

Thus, the ideological grounds of the neo-feminist movement are markedly different from those of the nineteenth century feminist movement.

The issue of a "radical" search for identity is an interesting one, the one which differentiates the feminist movement of today from its historical counterpart. Moreover, it is an issue which appears to be relatively little understood, even by the various groups within the movement. Yet it is the focal point of the rap groups which provide the foundation for the whole movement. Further clarifica-
tion of this neo-feminist ideology might be found in the following statement:

The movement, in terms of radicalization, begins with the reformists (NOW) and steps, first, toward the groups that advocate a total restructuring of the society and its values for the sake of both women's and men's liberation. Those groups do not claim that men are oppressors (at least not consciously, or at least not all men) but believe that men, as much as women, are victims of the socialization practices. Another step forward is to be found in the radical feminist groups that stigmatize the oppression and name men as oppressors... The final step brings us to the position taken by some... groups that preach separation from men, and possible, rejection of marriage and the family, and in a few cases, total sexual separation. 39

An additional aspect of modern feminist organizations is the focus on membership equality with the concomitant de-emphasis on personal leadership within the movement. This aspect aims to eliminate what women in the movement consider "oppressive male-dominated leadership forms."

... it is an attempt to build an egalitarian movement which serves as a model for an egalitarian society. Women's Liberation is perhaps the first social movement in recent times to take the idea of equality seriously... The significant social development in Women's Liberation is that women can see that little will have changed in their lives if they are willing to substitute the domination of organizational leaders for the domination of men... Out of this understanding has emerged a movement without national organization or leaders. 40

Thus, in general, women in today's movement are attempting to avoid male leadership and hierarchy patterns.

Aside from being qualitatively different in its ideological perspective the feminist movement of today shares a number of characteristics with its nineteenth century
counterpart.

First, there is the similarity in national organizational structure. Both the past and present feminist movements represent an uncrystalized organization. The National Organization for Women (NOW) is the largest of today's feminist bodies, in terms of numerical membership within the movement as a whole. NOW aims at a number of goals and employs various types of activities to attain them; it holds national conventions, participates in demonstrations, pursues court cases on discrimination against women, hires lobbyists, publishes pamphlets dealing with the economic and legal status of women; and, in addition, it is concerned with ending employment discrimination against women, forming daycare centers for children, reforming abortion laws; and, in general, taking action to equalize the social condition of women (many of these goals are shared by other Women's Liberation groups as well). This organization is comparable to the "Central Committee" of the nineteenth century in its structural form.

Second, like the first feminist movement, today's movement is composed largely of middle and upper-middle class women, who are well-educated, professional or semi-professional women. And further, most all of today's feminists have had some college education.

Third, like their early counterparts, today's feminists are not given much positive response from the general
public or the mass media. Press reportings are often inaccurate and more often slanted in the direction of deliberate ridicule. As in the past, the public statements of men claim "it is the gentlemen who are the sufferers." Moreover, inaccurate reporting in the press produces the same general confusion and hostility on the part of the general public, and many people are either totally ignorant of, or completely confused about, the Women's Liberation Movement of today; and very few have any knowledge of the first feminist movement aside from some scanty information regarding the suffragists.

Finally, there is the similar situation as to costume. Today's feminists, many of them at least, are attempting to implement clothing style changes with the public response of "they look like they could go bear-hunting with a switch," or some similar statement to indicate disapproval of what they consider "unfeminine" appearance.

I have found it interesting to compare the American public's response to the feminist movements, both past and present. This response remains rooted in seemingly conservative traditions. Over one hundred years have elapsed since the start of the first feminist movement and I see considerable segments of today's public responding with the same limited understanding, ridicule, and hostility that was displayed in the nineteenth century to the same phenomenon.

In summary, today's Women's Liberation Movement is
employing three general methods to achieve social equality for women. These three methods are: first, attempting to achieve personal liberation through "consciousness raising;" second, attempting to gain social liberation through political action; and third, attempting to acquire organizational liberation through actions for organizational equality, that is, de-emphasizing personal leadership and focusing on membership equality.

It is however, with the issue of the ideological differentiation between the feminist movements that this study focuses on. Whereas the early feminist movement concerned itself with obtaining specific legal, social, and economic rights for women, today's movement is differentiated by its concern with the over-all cultural position of women and the psychological impact of the socialization of women. Today's feminists are concerned about the traditional role of women in the family and the psychology of femininity and how these affect the development of women and how they tend to keep women in inferior positions, and in their concern about the effects of women's socialization they are attempting to provide answers and alternatives. They stress primarily the importance of a complete new identity for women. This issue, the question of identity change, provides the focal point of today's movement, and in a somewhat different sense, the focal point of this research. The question the present research asks is whether partici-
pation in the movement produces identity change in members and if so does it follow anthropological models of identity change process. This will be examined in detail in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER I

1See K. M. Kontopoulos's article "Women's Liberation as a Social Movement" in Toward a Sociology of Women, edited by Constantina Safilios-Rothschild, (Lexington, Mass: Xerox College Publishing, 1972), 354-361. Historically, women's rights movements were designated by a variety of terms; Women's Liberation is the modern title.

2Indeed, some observers say that: "The case of women is by far the most iniquitous case of exploitation and alienation in history." Ibid., p. 354.

3Publications of materials regarding the movement and related to the status of women in general are proliferating so rapidly that an individual compilation of all of these materials would be an extensive research task in itself. At one point in my research on the literature available I found myself collecting bibliographies of bibliographies. The one appended to this paper represents only a small sample of the current materials available on the movement. The bibliography by Marija Hughes, The Sexual Barrier: legal and economic aspects of employment, (San Francisco: Hastings College of Law, 1970), contains over 500 sources regarding women and discrimination (some of which are reduplicated in my own bibliography), and this is only one example of resources dealing with the subject. Moreover, almost any popular magazine or periodical one examines these days is sure to include an article about or in reference to some aspect of the Women's Liberation Movement. And, as of January 1972, there were 17 women's studies centers and over 600 courses on women's studies being offered in colleges and universities across the country.

4Kontopoulos, op. cit., p. 357.

5A perusal of even one popular anthology of writings from the Women's Liberation Movement will provide the reader with a statement of these stated aims, and more. For further research into the aims of the various groups in the movement, read the book edited by Robin Morgan, Sisterhood is Powerful, (New York: Vintage Books, 1970). Also the article by Kontopoulos, op. cit., pp. 354-361.
6Kontopoulos, op. cit., p. 357.

7Ibid. This is not to say, however, that the movement is not affective. Regardless of one's particular point-of-view (e.g., whether one is reform or revolution oriented) the movement is definitely having an impact on the culture.

8The proper term is "suffragists" not "suffragettes" as is sometimes used. The term "suffragettes" was a derogatory label at the time of the Woman's Suffrage Movement. See Aileen S. Kraditor, Up From the Pedestal, (Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 1968), 5.

9There were a number of other historical conditions which played a part also, such as witchcraft trials and religious sect developments, but there is not space here to explore these relationships specifically, and since they are not central to this thesis they are omitted. For discussions about the changing family form see William L. O'Neill's, The Woman Movement, (Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 1969), 16-17. However, O'Neill derives most of his material about the changing form of the family from a work by Philippe Aries entitled, Centuries of Childhood: A Social History of Family Life, (New York: 1962).


Historical evidence shows that general changes in the family form are related to the industrial revolution and, interestingly occurred over the same general time period as the witch hunts and witchcraft trials, the duration of which resulted in the deaths of anywhere from 200,000 (considered too conservative) to 8,000,000 women (considered too large). The fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries saw the greatest persecutions, and the right of local magistrates to confiscate the property of accused women and their families seems to have been a contributing factor in their continuance over such a long period of time. In addition, they were condoned by the Catholic Church.

11See Eleanor Flexner's, Century of Struggle, (New York: Atheneum, 1959), 9-12, for a fuller account.

12See Flexner, op. cit., and Kraditor, op. cit.

13Ibid.

14This comment is usually attributed to George Fox the founder of the society. See the history of the Society

15 Flexnor, op. cit., p. 71. This situation is reminiscent of the present Portland City Club controversy over a similar issue. Some one hundred and thirty two years later it seems men still cannot handle the question of seating women equally in public.

16 Flexnor, op. cit.

17 Ibid., pp. 71-77.

18 Ibid.

19 Ibid. Flexnor's history of women's struggle for equal rights covers these events in some detail and includes an excellent bibliography.

20 Ibid.

21 Ibid., pp. 81-82.


24 Flexnor, op. cit., pp. 113-130.

25 Ibid., p. 122.

26 Ibid., p. 247.

27 Ibid., p. 86.

28 Ibid., p. 150. Many of the early writings on historical feminism have long been out of print and some very difficult to locate. In 1881 a six-volume work, *The History of Woman Suffrage*, was published under the general direction of Susan Anthony, who was assisted in the production by Mrs. Stanton, Mathilda Joslyn Gage, and Ida Husted. For a long time the work remained out of print until current activities in the Women's Movement prodded publishers to reprint the work. Leslie B. Tanner, op. cit., p. 15, noted that she accidentally ran across a small volume written by Sarah Moore
Grimke, op. cit., reduced to only a microfilm copy in the New York Public Library. She points out the difficulty in obtaining these early materials.

29 Flexnor, op. cit., p. 84.

30 Ibid., pp. 306-324.


32 There are a number of studies of the postwar condition effects on the feminist movement and the status of women, the most prominent of these, in terms of feminist writers is Betty Friedan’s, The Feminine Mystique, (New York: Dell Publishing Co. 1963). Betty Poszak addresses herself to the issue in an article entitled "The Human Continuum" in Masculine/Feminine, (New York: Harper & Row, 1969), 297-306, edited by Roszak and Roszak. Specific research reports on what "women were being encouraged to do" are to be found in Toward a Sociology of Women, edited by Safilos-Rothschild, op. cit., especially the articles by Margaret B. Lefkowitz, "The Women's Magazine Short-Story Heroine in 1957 and 1967," pp. 37-40, and Lovelle Ray's "The American Woman in Mass Media: How Much Emancipation and What Does it Mean?" pp. 41-62. It is, however, the contention of Alice Rossi, "Equality Between the Sexes: An Immodest Proposal," in The Woman in America, (Boston: Beacon Press, 1964), 98-143, that the academic disciplines, in particular the conservatism of psychology and sociology in the postwar period, undermined feminism and contributed to the trend in promoting women in their sex-role stereotype of housewife and mother:

It is the traditional image of woman /that social scientists theorized about/ which is popularized; the woman who finds complete self-fulfillment in her exclusive devotion to marriage and parenthood, Women over thirty years ago might have chosen a career over a marriage, or restricted their family size to facilitate the combination of family and work roles, have been persuaded to believe that such choices reflect their inadequacy as women. (Rossi, op. cit., p. 104.)

33 There were studies being conducted and articles being published by social scientists as well as popular writers, but these have only begun to be widely circulated. Writers like Alice Rossi, Karen Horney, Helen Mayer Hacker, Marlene Dixon, Caroline Bird, Esther Peterson, Edna Rostow,
Joan Erikson, Mirra Komarovsky, to name a few, were also dealing with the status of women and the causes of discrimination against them. Of these writers, only Caroline Bird is very well known among today's public feminist readers.

35 See Kontopoulou's analysis, op. cit.

36 Ibid., p. 356.

37 Polk, op. cit., p. 329.

38 Ibid., p. 324.

39 Kontopoulou, op. cit., p. 357. This ideological diversification of the various groups with the movement is seen by some as one of the major deficiencies of the Women's Liberation Movement as an affective social movement; however, it depends upon how one defines "affective".

40 Polk, op. cit., p. 329.

41 See Flexnor, op. cit., p. 88.

42 Personal research findings from some two hundred student responses indicate that general public knowledge of the Women's Liberation Movement is quite superficial, and two years of research study of press reportings indicate the same is true of reporters. In general, male reporters, reporting for predominately men's publications reflect quite biased and hostile attitudes towards the movement. For example, see Jim Hampton's article, "The Compleat Revolution: restructure everything, new feminists demand," in the March 9, 1970 issue of The National Observer, page 1.

43 This was a comment made to me by a T.V. newsman of KATU-news, at an aborted news conference with a group of Women's Liberationists in spring of 1971. Recently a student made the identical comment in a journal report in a class I was teaching in Introduction to Women's Studies. Public pronouncements and prejudices are remarkably similar over time as well as from group to group.

CHAPTER II

THEORETICAL ASSUMPTIONS

Ward Goodenough devoted a section of his book, *Operation in Change*, to the factors involved in identity change. Essentially he dealt with the processes of identity change as they relate to community development, and how anthropologists acting as agents of change could utilize these processes in directing community development "because community development is itself aimed at accomplishing change in some features of a people's identity."

Goodenough's discussion of identity change presents an excellent model with which to examine the effects of participation on women in the Women's Liberation Movement and it provides the theoretical basis for this thesis. The following discussion is derived from the description of identity change process in Ward Goodenough's book. Since I am, however, concerned here with the psychological process of identity change which occurs in individuals, I will discuss Goodenough's model primarily in those terms as opposed to the language of applied anthropology to which he directs his theoretical application of identity change process.
IDENTITY CHANGE

Identity changes are part of every individual's life history. Everyone's life consists of a series of changes in both their public and private images of themselves. These are produced by the succession of events in our lives as we mature, adopt new roles and assume different kinds of responsibilities. Identity changes can and often are purposely elicited by others as well.

Since some social categories allow for rights and privileges that make them more attractive than others, people continually seek to change their own as well as their fellows' social identities in directions they deem desirable. The same is true of personal identity. 3

The process of identity change for the individual is a consequence of specific kinds of realizations which are fostered by a series of definable stages. These will be examined in detail in the subsequent discussion.

The Essentials of Identity Change

The necessary conditions for identity change consist of: first, a desire on the part of the individual for identity change; second, a commitment to making the change; and third, an understanding of what needs to be changed. These conditions often include making changes in roles and styles of performance, as well as adjusting physically and emotionally to these changes in style.

In addition to these essential conditions, the atti-
Attitudes and behavior of others are essential for effecting permanent identity change in the individual, because the new identity needs to be recognized and accepted by others in order to facilitate lasting change and to further enable the individual to conceive of him or her self as possessing a new identity. Such acceptance also signals the beginnings of true socio-cultural change.

I. THE DESIRE FOR IDENTITY CHANGE

The desire for identity change can be achieved in a number of ways: one, by having the person become acquainted with the public image of themself in such a way that if by seeing themselves as others do they will want to change. Or, two, in the case of directed change, an effort can be made by another to make the individual's present behavior no longer gratifying. A third means of achieving a desire for identity change may occur as a result of the indulgence by a second party of some previously frustrated want as an inducement to change. Whatever method is employed it must provide the necessary inducement to motivate the individual to change.4

Moreover, if permanent identity change is to take place outward conformity to the new behavior is not enough. To be fully effective the person must change their private view of themself and further, want to change this view. As with religious conversion, the real change which takes place
must be in how the person sees themself and not simply how they see the new belief system they are adopting. The identity change then comes about when the person feels compelled to repudiate the old identity in favor of a new one more in keeping with their ego-ideals.5

Identity change should, ideally, improve "the feeling people have about themselves, so that their capacity for self-improvement and further self-development is increased.6 Thus, in order for this ideal to be realized the identity change which occurs needs to be sustained by the individual. This can result through reappraisal of the self-image on the part of the individual as well as by learning some new criteria for self-reappraisal.

1. Reappraisal of self

Reappraisal of one's self is a major factor in achieving a desire for change. Reappraisal of one's view of oneself can be both evaluative and cognitive.

**Evaluative Reappraisal.** Evaluative reappraisal involves revising one's estimation of oneself while continuing to see the self as essentially the same kind of person they have always been.

**Cognitive Reappraisal.** Cognitive reappraisal involves seeing oneself as a different kind of person with personal characteristics significantly different from the ones the person formerly thought they had. This also involves as-
pects of evaluation.

While changes in self-esteem and self-image are linked, they represent distinctly different dimensions in terms of which people reappraise themselves.  

Either kind of reappraisal has to come about with new experiences. These experiences may or may not be wanted; that is, experiences can result from circumstances beyond the individual's control or they may be deliberately sought, at the same time the experiences can be completely without precedence.

A change in the categories by which we perceive things, in our own criteria for evaluating what we perceive, or in our habits of using these categories and criteria will necessarily lead to new experiences of our own selves, even when objectively there has been no change in our circumstances.

Effort is another factor involved in identity change in that some kinds of perspective change require little or no effort, while others require a great deal, but if the effort at change in ways of perceiving various categories of an individual's behavior is made, radical reappraisals of identity can result.

In addition,

Since people tend...to perceive themselves as well as others in terms of those categories about which they are especially concerned emotionally, there is usually considerable room for them to revise their perceptions in terms of other categories that are also applicable.

People quite often have difficulty making perspective changes simply because they do have emotional investment in
looking at themselves. It is possible, however, to stimulate shifts in perception by getting people to consider a new view of themselves, to examine their position in light of other considerations. Confrontation is one method of stimulating such a shift.

Confrontations can be the result of accidental experiences on the part of the individual or they can be introduced deliberately by others. Confrontation with the self-image, however, often leads to resistance because of a sense of being pushed or threatened, but continual confrontation may also produce new insights into behavior and lead the individual to change their wants and felt needs accordingly, thus producing new behaviors and concommitantly a new self-image.10

Confrontation can often be elicited simply by being confronted with a proposal for change. For example, in the case of applied change the initial examination of community conditions by the developing agent making the proposals can have the effect of confronting people with themselves. Education is also a method of confrontation and works to induce a feeling for a need for change. A variety of confrontation methods which are educational in nature are involved in identity change, chief among these is psychological counseling.11

Under conditions of psychological counseling we are confronted with ourselves by a counselor who shares the
same general criteria that we do for perceiving and evaluating identity features. He and we may, however, be in the habit of using them differently. And again, both the person and the counselor can share the same understanding about whatever aspect of reality they are exploring, but the counselor may find it necessary to get the individual to explore this understanding from different perspectives. Such educational confrontations can lead to reappraisal of one's self.12

2. Learning New Criteria for Self-Reappraisal

Identity change is further facilitated when the individual learns new criteria for self-reappraisal. One method of learning new criteria involves defense in the face of disconcerting confrontation. When the person is confused by the events they are confronted with they are forced to make an effort to learn new discriminations in order to escape the confusion.13

Second, the person learns things from others by being subjected to experiences they have not had before and by being in situations that are sharply defined with reference to the new perceptions to be learned. Thus, the person can structure their experiences in such a way as to learn new criteria for self-reappraisal. What is necessary, as follow-up, is to have the possibility of applying the new perceptual frame to other contexts as well to make the reappraisal lastingly effective.14
A third method by which the person is provided with the necessary kinds of new experience needed to learn a particular way of perceiving something is through demonstration. This is part of the educating practice, and such practices can be accidental or deliberate depending upon the circumstances of the individual; either can, however, be effective.

Once acquired...people must continue to have experiences to which their new perceptual and evaluative systems are applicable. If daily experience is meaningful in terms of one system alone, then the other is superfluous and will become inoperative. If...a person is to operate exclusively in terms of a new system of categories and values, then he must not be put in situations where it is of no use to him.\(^5\)

Thus, a desire for change is effected by seeing one's self in new ways through reappraisal of the self, either evaluative and/or cognitive reappraisal; through having new experiences and making effort towards reappraisal, and through learning new criteria for self-appraisal as a consequence of the defense of self, and/or by being subjected to structured experiences, through educating demonstrations, and by having the opportunity to apply the new knowledge of one's self.
II. COMMITMENT TO CHANGE

In order for identity change to occur it is necessary for there to be a commitment to such a change.

The new roles that a new social identity requires us to play are likely to call for important modifications of our previous personal style. Ways in which we have habitually displaced and sublimated emotional problems may no longer be suitable, adding to the uncertainty about our ability to bring off the change successfully. Changes in social identity are a source of anxiety for another reason. It takes time to learn new roles and to become habituated to a new conception of self. The period of transition is likely to be characterized by confusion as to just what one's identity is.16

Individuals prepare themselves for changes in a number of ways, one is by anticipating their new social status, and another is by adopting roles that are appropriate for the new identity. Sometimes when identity change is impending the person commits themselves to various obligations that make retreat from a change difficult.

...stimulating commitment to change can be highly effective with changes in social identity, especially those changes that are part of the normal life process. They help to overcome reluctance generated by anxiety and shame about changes.17

Part of the process of commitment to identity change often involves the person giving up or destroying old symbols associated with their former identity. Sometimes, too, dramatic behavioral changes are part of the commitment.

A person may exhibit a sudden new rudeness or a radical change in dress and mannerisms and thus force others to regard and treat him dif-
ferently from the way they did before. By thus ridding himself of the kinds of treatment he received in the past, he destroys something of his old identity. The effect may be to lower his estimation in his fellows' eyes, but it will have changed it from what it was, at least, breaking his identity out of its old mold. Whatever his new behaviors are, to be effective they must be dramatic enough in their impact to make it impossible for others to go on viewing him as they did before. 18

Performing actions that are considered antisocial are one effective means of producing identity change and consequently a tempting method of committing oneself to the process, simply because antisocial actions are dramatic and direct, and because regardless of the consequences the individual cannot be the same person as before. Extreme antisocial actions occur when the person focuses on the problem of change mainly as one of giving up their former identity altogether and has only a minor concern for what the new identity will be:

...because identity change necessarily involves the replacement of former identity features by new ones, it almost inevitably appears to require the eradication of some part of one's former self. The act of eradication, therefore, is the one by which we commonly take the plunge. And the more anxiety people feel about change, the more convulsive and violent the act of commitment is likely to be. 19

Social revolutions are a typical example of this response to identity change process.

To summarize, the second necessary condition of identity change, commitment to change, is achieved when the person performs some action that enables them to anticipate
their new status, perform in the new role, or engages them in some physical and/or psychological commitment to the new identity.

III. UNDERSTANDING WHAT NEEDS TO BE CHANGED

The third necessary condition of the identity change process involves an understanding of what needs to be changed.

No matter how dissatisfied a person may be with his present identity, in order to change it he must have some credible explanation of what is wrong and what needs to be done to correct it.20

All human groups exert pressure on their individual members to achieve identity changes that are considered valuable within their respective societies. Moreover, different social systems provide a number of alternative identities for their members and individuals discontent with their existing identity have a range of identities from which to select a new one (the number of alternative identities available varying from one group to another). In addition, any given society usually provides models to illustrate concretely a range of identity objectives, thus the individual can compare themself to some concrete model in order to determine the new identity form they wish to achieve.21

Sometimes, however, the individual is confronted with various social restrictions on identity change achievement therefore, it is necessary to examine some of these problems
along with some possible solutions.

1. Problems in Achievement

The adoption of a new identity must be considered in light of various problems which may exist within any social system to block changes.

First, the identity change the individual might wish to make may involve difficult if not impossible social alternatives in their society because the changes contrast too sharply with what the society considers appropriate. For example, people who wish to change their outward sexual appearance by dressing like members of the opposite sex often find themselves either severely ostracized, jailed or limited to displaying such behavior in private.

Second, changing social or cultural circumstances can block the individual from achieving change. This can be exemplified in the problems presented to many American Indians when they found themselves unable to pursue their usual cultural activities and at the same time refused entry into the dominant society. Alcoholism, resorting to violence, and religious cult activities followed.

Finally, when an individual's new experiences lead them to re-evaluate the worth of the traditional models as identity change alternatives, they find, or may find, that these models have lost their appeal as alternatives.22

There are, however, a number of solutions to these
problems.

2. Solutions to Problems in Achievement

When the individual is forced to find alternatives within the existing social structure, there exist a number of possible means whereby the person can achieve self-fulfillment. First, the individual can:

"...try to persuade his fellows to change their evaluation of his present identity and accord it the same privileges and esteem that more desirable identities in the social order enjoy... This approach seeks to accomplish a change in the scale of values and in the allocation of rights and duties to existing social categories, but does not seek to directly change the categories as such."

A second means is to seek membership in a new community where a different system of social categories exists. This is the basic attitude of segregationist movements. It is sometimes possible to find a new community within the larger society in which the identity changes the individual wished to make will be possible. Homosexual enclaves in large metropolitan areas are a typical example.

A third means to achieving identity change in the face of obstacles is to try to persuade other people to adopt a completely new social system; or, through revolution, impose one by force. In such a circumstance:

We are more concerned with what happens when the problem that seems to call for reform of the social order is shared by many people or is felt to be a collective problem."
The means most relevant to this study is the one people adopt when they perceive no existing opportunities to find fulfillment in the social categories available to them, and when they can not escape into a different social environment, and that is, the development of organized movements. Organized movements can then provide internally a situation of a different social environment which the aimed-for identity change requires.

Organized movements, as alternative means of achieving identity change, provide different situations for the individual depending upon the direction the movement takes. The direction they take depends upon how they perceive their problems. If, for example, people who still value the traditional goals for themselves, yet feel blocked by circumstances from achieving them, they might aim to remove the apparent obstacles. On the other hand, if the traditional methods of self-realization no longer have any value, then the individual might consider revising their social order in terms of revolution. The usual consequence of this latter situation is revolutionary movements. However, in order to accomplish social reform or revolutionary change some model of what is desired is necessary, thus the third condition for identity change is most significant if identity change is to be effective. The individual engaged in social reform or revolutionary movements needs to develop models of identity that are realistic and rewarding and
that deal effectively with the associated emotional forces of identity change. 26

The need to have some model of what is desired in order to understand what needs to be changed involves a consideration of the proper roles, symbols, and styles of performance that are appropriate to the new identity and also the physical and emotional adjustments to these changes. 27

In order to make a successful identity change the individual needs specific information about the new role. It is not enough to understand what one has to do to participate adequately in a new social category, one must also be able to adopt the role successfully in a limited context (with broad over-all goals), or the change will not be meaningful.

The specific characteristics, duties, and responsibilities of the new identity must be understood. The individual making an identity change needs clearly defined standards with which to conform and models that can bear the stamp of public approval. People need a sense of certainty about the content of their new roles if mastery is to be achieved.

When the whole system of social identities is the object of change, people have a special problem. The visions they have for themselves are likely to be vague. They want to change, but lack a clear conception of the identities they might try to cultivate. In their discontent with themselves as they are, they are likely to be shopping around for models and for clarifying definitions. 28
Participation in movements provides essential opportunities for clarification of the identity the individual wishes to achieve.

Insofar as the leaders of social reform or other development movements feel it necessary to alter the system of social identities in their society, they have to be specific as to just how people are to conduct themselves. They must specify the rights and duties in social relationships, explicitly redefine the categories of person, and indicate what styles of performance will carry prestige.29

Lack of opportunity to experiment with the new role will prevent the individual from successfully making the new identity change, even when they have the desire for change, are committed to making it, and understand what needs to be changed. Consequently, if the opportunity for experiment is available to them:

...people gain confidence in their ability to play their new roles, their sense of mastery helps to make them pleased with their new identity and with the whole identity system of which it is a part.30

Then too,

The very process of mastery serves to heighten peoples's commitment to and acceptance of new ways.31

In addition to understanding the specific content of a new role the person making the change must also be able to perform satisfactorily in their new identity if the change is to be effective. In conjunction with the performance of a new role it is important that the individual have the opportunity to develop skill in applying their
knowledge, thus they need the opportunity of performance as well as the knowledge and ability to perform. Movement activities provide the necessary opportunity of performance.

POSSSESSION OF THE NEW IDENTITY

The identity change process, to be completely successful, needs the acceptance and approval of others, "without such recognition, the best of efforts at identity change fail." Failure of the individual's close friends and associates to recognize the new identity can serve to invalidate it altogether. It is impossible to act in the new identity in a social vacuum, consequently, recognition and acceptance or failure of recognition and acceptance play an important part in the identity change process. When others fail to mirror a person's new identity quite often the individual will attempt to facilitate such recognition by displaying a badge of the new identity. Or, the person might obtain social recognition by involving others in some aspect of identity change. People are much more likely to recognize and accept the individual's new identity if they participate in some of the circumstances with which the change is formally accomplished.

Further, the individual making the change is often anxious about acceptance and approval, and in displaying their new identity:
they make themselves exceedingly vulnerable
to humiliation. It is a crushing blow to their
new self-image and self-esteem if others respond
with indifference.\textsuperscript{35}

Once individuals have clearly in mind the identity
they wish to achieve, they are anxious to obtain the symbols
of the new identity in order to give it substance. Without
such symbols the new identity cannot be properly presented
to others nor can it be properly recognized and accepted.

Further:

Once committed to changing their identities,
people often have not one but several possible
models from which to choose, any one of which
they perceive as possessing identity features
of the sort they deem desirable.\textsuperscript{36}

Any attempt at serious identity change must cope with
the problem of attaining the recognition of others, regard­
less of the models chosen, or the identities desired. Once
this is achieved the new identity is assured.

\textbf{SUMMARY}

Self-confrontation, subjection to new and trying ex­
periences to induce change, and sharing identity change ex­
periences, are all techniques employed in facilitating the
possession of a new identity. Whatever techniques are em­
ployed they must lead to the individual's conceptualization
of the new identity and acceptance of it on the part of
others if identity change process is to be effective.
In this thesis Goodenough's theoretical framework will be utilized then to do the following: first, to examine the desire for change among participant women and how this is achieved; two, to analyze the process involved in facilitating identity change by participants in the movement in terms of their commitment to change, understanding what needs to be changed and knowing and mastering the content of new roles; and third, to determine the characteristic features of public acceptance or rejection towards this change. Thus, in view of this framework, we can examine the characteristic experiences of Women's Liberation Movement participants and determine if this participation can and does effect identity change, that is, if the activities of the movement are consonant with Goodenough's model of identity change process and if participation does indeed lead to change.
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This study of identity change in participants of the Women's Liberation Movement is an attempt to learn about and describe whatever behavior is found to fall within what the participants conceive Women's Liberation to be (as well as their personal responses to it). This implies that: first, these participants conceive of a phenomenon called Women's Liberation, that is, they have a cognitive understanding of an organization or body which they conceptualize as the Women's Liberation Movement; second, that it is possible to inventory their relevant conceptions concerning this phenomenon; and third, that these conceptions can be reported in a way that is both understandable and subject to precise verification or disproof by others who may wish to investigate this phenomenon also.

PRELIMINARY STUDY

The initial research, which began in September of 1970, was designed to provide insight and general background information on the Women's Liberation Movement as a whole. My initial method followed the traditional ethnographic approach used by anthropologists in doing fieldwork, that is, it
followed standard ethnographic procedures. This meant, in large part, becoming involved as a participant observer. Such involvement necessitated developing a comprehensive understanding of the ideas, goals, methods, and activities of the movement, and some knowledge of its historical antecedents as well. The initial phase of my research was then devoted to involving myself as a participant observer in a systematic introduction to the attitudes and activities of women in the Women's Liberation Movement.

The exploratory study included first, an extensive examination of the available literature on the subject of the Women's Liberation Movement, including materials written by advocates of the movement, some sociological analysis of the status of women, and reading the current news items and articles covering the movement activities. This provided some peripheral exposure to the ideas and activities of the movement participants, as well as some exposure to the attitudes of the general public regarding the movement. Secondly, I became personally involved in some Women's Liberation activities and became acquainted with some local movement participants. My personal involvement into movement activities took a number of forms.

I became actively engaged in working for an abortion referral agency which was an organization peripheral to the movement but sponsored by and run with the help of Women's Liberation advocates. Working with the abortion referral
agency involved my taking a short introductory (orientation) course given by the agency. This course covered the policies of the agency, information concerning medical abortion techniques, the legal and economic aspects of abortion, and the specific procedures for caring for abortion patients. In addition, the agency orientation course included information concerning the pros and cons of abortion as an ethical question and discussed alternatives to abortions and where to get different kinds of assistance. The course was given to all people working with the agency.4

Subsequent to completion of the agency's orientation sessions I then assisted seven women while they obtained medical abortions. This assistance involved having them stay in my home for the period required while they received medical care, helping them to make the necessary legal and medical arrangements for the abortion, and providing transportation and staying with them while they spent time in doctor's offices and the hospital. My assistance necessitated very close personal contact, sometimes over a period of a week, but usually only for three or four days, and included giving specific abortion counseling and birth control advice.5

Involvement with this particular agency provided me with first hand information about one movement activity and permitted me to become acquainted with women whose interests were in Women's Liberation activities. My participation ed-
ucated me to some of the personal problems women face, the attendant issues and social circumstances surrounding abortion, as well as involving me on an in-depth level with women with the subsequent discovery that just "being" a woman does not "educate" one to the conditions women in general live with. In addition, I gained an understanding of one of the major issues of the Women's Liberation Movement, their demand for legal abortions and their position on this issue. However, only one client of the agency whom I personally assisted was an advocate of the Women's Liberation Movement, most of the women knew very little about the movement, and the majority held severe prejudices against it, prejudices which reflected the general public's response to the Women's Movement. 6

In addition to working with the abortion referral agency I participated in the planning of a college course designed to explain the nature of the position of women and the nature of the Women's Liberation Movement. At the same time I participated in discussions on the Women's Movement and gave guest lectures to classes and a church group on the nature of the movement. All of this work furthered my research into the literature on the subject of Women's Liberation, moreover, it provided additional opportunities to become personally involved in working with women who are participants in the Women's Liberation Movement.
SECONDARY STUDY

Subsequent to my initial research I administered a general survey questionnaire to some 160 college undergraduates, these included both junior college and upper division university students with a heavy concentration of junior college students (115 junior college students and 46 upper division students). The survey asked two general questions: 1) What do you perceive the goals of Women's Liberation to be? and, 2) What are your personal reactions to it? This survey approach was used to obtain the broadest range of responses and emotional reactions possible, that is the range of the individual respondent's knowledge of the Women's Movement and the kind of emotional feelings they had about it, which might have been obscured in a more detailed questionnaire.

The questionnaire was designed to obtain responses concerning the students perceived goals and their personal reactions to it in order to provide a means of assessing specific aspects of public response to the Women's Movement. The questionnaire also asked the age, sex, marital status, and work status of the students, and the educational background of their parents, as general information.

Further related activities in the movement involved teaching Women's Studies. The course proposal I helped to write up on a Women's Studies course was approved by Port-
land Community College and I co-ordinated the first team-taught offering there. It was an introductory survey course taught on an interdisciplinary basis to provide maximum coverage of the topic. The course was designed to study women in history, the psychology of women, the socialization and cross-cultural characteristics of women, women's legal position in this society, and their position in religious teachings and institutions, as well as the current social conditions of women and the Women's Liberation Movement. It was designed to be an introductory survey (which was all it could be with such an extensive amount of material to cover). There was one large lecture session a week devoted to a specific area and the remainder of the week's sessions were devoted to small discussion groups. The discussion groups were designed to follow the small group formation or rap group idea as it is used by Women's Liberation participants (that is, the students were divided into small groups and the groups were designed to take on the character of "rap groups" followed in forming movement groups). Course requirements included an extensive range of selected readings, the keeping of a weekly journal (as a kind of progress report), and the fulfillment of several "mini-projects" (whose content varied depending upon the small group instructors). The mini-projects which I required of my students largely involved some form of cultural analysis from the point of view of sex role reversal with a
written report of the project selected for completion.
The course was designed not only to teach Women's Studies
but also to study the effects of such knowledge on the stu-
dents. The small group formation as well as the role re-
versal projects, and the journals provided an excellent
means of analyzing student's responses to the Women's Liber-
ation Movement and their degree of identity involvement.
The course provided an additional means of testing and
observing identity change process as it related to the
movement, by analyzing attitude changes in the student's
journal reports and project papers.

All of this work was a prelimination to the specific
research data acquisition relative to the present study
which follows.

RESEARCH DATA ACQUISITION

The aspect of my research, specific to the present
study, involved conducting in-depth personal interviews
with some twenty-six women participants of the Women's Lib-
eration Movement. The interviews were conducted in order,
to determine the relationship between participation in the
movement and identity change in participants, and to de-
termine if this identity change correlates with Goodenough's
model, and if not, in what aspects does it differ.

An interview schedule was designed to cover all of
the variables in Goodenough's model of identity change pro-
cess, and the women interviewed were local participants who were selected from a list systematically compiled over a year and a half of my own participant observation in the movement. The women selected were picked from this list, and selection depended upon their availability to be interviewed, but they were also selected to cover a fairly wide age range and variable levels of association and participation in the movement. Their personal occupations were also used as a selective factor in order to obtain as representative a sample as possible.

The interviews involved from an hour and a half to several long personal conversations with the participants, and personal biographical information was obtained with each interview along with detailed information outlined in the interview schedule. The interviews were designed to obtain data concerning the women's personal motivation for participation in the movement, the degree of their participation in terms of commitment, motivation, understanding of what they wanted changed, and how they saw themselves since becoming involved. The interviews were also concerned with how they perceived their reception as members of Women's Liberation to be received by others.

Some of the interviews were conducted with the use of a tape-recorder, however, I found using the recorder during the sessions had two distinct disadvantages: one, the respondents were more self-conscious and felt they had to have
a "right" answer to my questions: and two, although I obtained more information I remembered less of it and had to resort to hearing the tapes a number of times after. Thus I felt information obtained with the aid of a tape-recorder was of somewhat dubious value in light of some of the respondents' attitudes. Also, because many times writing during the interview session also interfered with the responses, much of the content of the unrecorded interviews would be noted after the sessions were concluded. The remainder of the interviews were thus conducted on an informal basis without the use of the recorder and information not written down at the time was recalled and noted immediately after the conclusion of the interview.

In addition to the formal research done by interviews, my participant observation continued because my personal involvement in the movement often necessitated additional meetings with people I interviewed, for lunch, dinner, or participation in some related activity; and in some cases, some of the women interviewed either signed up for my course on Women's Studies or came as observers or speakers. Many of the interviews produced continued personal relationships and working arrangements which furthered my own participant observation studies.
ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

Upon completion of the twenty-six personal interviews, the findings were examined, a compilation of the details of each informant's statements were detailed as to comparable items and classified into categories in order to systematize the participation variables and objectify the data. The general categories, and items within each category, selected for comparison and systematization were drawn essentially from Goodenough's outline of identity change process. The analytical process then involved comparing these categories with the necessary conditions of identity change process presented in the theoretical framework previously discussed in order to analyze their relationships and to determine if identity change was in fact an aspect of participation in the Women's Movement and, if so, did it correspond to the anthropological model of identity change process.

In analyzing the field data the categories established relevant to Goodenough's conditions were as follows: 1) the participants stated reasons for participation in the movement; 2) the specific aspects of their lives which they felt had actually been changed as a result of their participation; 3) their degree of personal involvement in terms of felt emotional commitment and actual participation in various movement-related activities; 4) their apparent understanding of what they wanted changed, and how they saw the problems
and solutions to this change; 5) their professed degree of understanding about the content of their new roles; 6) their perception of the acceptance of others regarding their participation; and, 7) how they say they perceive themselves since becoming involved.

These categories established from the field data were examined in light of specific items (or factors) in order to systematize the variables involved in participation and their relationship to the necessary conditions presented in the theoretical model.

Under the first category, the participants stated reasons for participation, 1) the specific reasons given for initial participation were listed, and 2) the factors of emotional identification were discussed. Under the second category, the specific aspects of their lives which they felt had actually been changed included the factors of: 1) aspects of the self-appraisal process, that is, evaluative and cognitive reappraisal; 2) kinds of perception and behavioral changes; and 3) stated attitude changes and degree of emotional response to self-conceptualization. The third category, degree of personal involvement, includes the following items for analysis: 1) variations in participation activity; 2) felt emotional responses and commitment; and 3) degree of effort made by informants in participation. The fourth category from the data was apparent understanding of what they wanted changed, and how they saw the problems and sol-
utions to this change. Here the items considered were: 1) types of confrontation and learning experiences; 2) forms of commitment obligations, 3) apparent degree of awareness concerning the movement as a whole, and 4) specific types of solutions envisioned to deal with the problems. The fifth category, professed degree of understanding about the content of new roles was examined in light of: 1) types of personal actions which resulted from participation (e.g., anti-social, radical, conformance to previously learned behavior, etc.); 2) kinds and sources of models adopted (if any); and 3) the degree of understanding of the specific characteristics of the new identity. Category number six from the field data, perception of acceptance of others, was examined in terms of the forms of acceptance or rejection of others took in regards to the informants' participation. The last category, perception of self since participation, involved a consideration of: 1) how the informants stated they felt about themselves; 2) opportunities for performing in their new roles; and 3) desire to share experiences.

The categories selected from the field data and the specific factors in each category were chosen because they correspond to the theoretical framework in the following ways: 1) reasons for participation and degree of involvement permits analysis of the desire for identity change and how this was achieved; 2) the stated aspects of change in the
participants lives allows for comparison of the effects of self-appraisal, kinds of confrontation experiences, and personal style changes; 3) their degree of emotional commitment and personal involvement permits analysis of their commitment to making a change; 4) their understanding of what they want changed allows for analysis of their conception of the problems involved and the kinds of solutions utilized to deal with these problems; 5) their discussion about role content makes it possible to determine if conditions do exist in participation which requires actual changes in roles, styles, and performance and to determine the degree of emotional and physical adjustment the change requires, if any; 6) acceptance of others enables some interpretation to be made regarding the success or failure of their participation; and 7) how they say they perceive themselves now makes it possible to determine if identity change has occurred and if it will be lasting or permanent in its effects.

Thus, the use of these categories permits analysis of specific items in Goodenough's model in order to determine if the necessary conditions he gives as necessary for identity change are part of the participants' experience, and to determine the extent to which participation in the movement results in behaviors and responses that are consistent with the model.

In addition to the categories selected for analysis from the research data, the age, income status, marital
status, religious and political preferences of the informants were compared to determine if similarities existed which might have an influence on participation in the movement, and to develop correlations.

The character of the sample and a selection it represent, upon which the analysis is based, is found in Chapter IV.11 In Chapter V the analysis of the categories selected from the field data is presented. In Chapter VI the findings in the selected categories are compared to the theoretical model and discussed in detail, variations of participation discussed, and the study's conclusions presented.

SUMMARY

The research done follows that used in ethnographic studies which consists of: the examination of available relevant materials, the consultation of some general literature on the status of the subjects, personal participation in various related group activities, observation of individuals and groups in action, as well as the collection of statements and biographies from informants, and finally, a comparative study of the findings.

The comparative study of the findings from the collected information in personal interviews was then analyzed in light of a theoretical model of identity change adapted from applied anthropological theory. The aim of the study was to
determine if the participation behavior of subjects in this study conforms to an anthropological concept of identity change process.
FOOTNOTES

CHAPTER III

1 Originally only a year was planned to be devoted to the project, but due to teaching commitments (the usual academic's hazard) the work was extended an additional year, and while delaying the work, it helped to improve my knowledge and understanding of the Women's Movement.

2 From the perspective of an ethnographer, participation is an absolutely essential part of the research design. It would, for example, be folly to assume that by simply being female one has an understanding of the conditions and problems of all other women (or any other woman).

3 There are two kinds of participants in the Women's Liberation Movement: 1) active members who join women's groups and explicitly identify with the movement; and 2) women who are intellectually oriented towards the goals of Women's Liberation but do not usually become active participating members in collective groups identified as Women's Liberation groups.

4 This particular agency is Abortion Information and Referral Service (AIRS) of Portland, Oregon. It is run by two and sometimes three paid staff members (depending upon the availability of funds), with the help of volunteers. I worked as one of the volunteer staff over the course of 1971.

5 I consider all of this experience equivalent to learning the content of a new sub-culture. Certainly I learned a great deal about my own culture I was unaware of before.

6 Their views were interesting in light of the fact that they were being helped in large part because of efforts made by women in the Women's Movement.

7 The 115 junior college students were largely from political science courses and therefore predominantly male. The 46 upper division students were from an evening course in Peoples and Cultures of the World, a cultural anth. course open to non-anthropology majors, and they represented a fair cross-section of adult college students.
A copy of the specific questions asked and the coding method used is to be found in the Appendix.

A description of the small group process used is to be found in an article by Pamela Allen called *The Small Group Process*, (San Francisco: Sudsoflopper, 1969), and reference to its usage and Rap groups in the Women's Movement are to be found on pages 25 and 27 of Chapter I of this thesis with additional source notations in footnote number 39, page 37.

A copy of the interview schedule is to be found in the Appendix.

Sample portraits are presented in Chapter IV in order to eliminate as much of the subjective factor in the observational analysis as possible, to avoid the loss of too many relevant details in the collected statements, and to provide the interested reader with some direct insight into the motivation of some of the participants in Women's Liberation.
CHAPTER IV

SELECTED INTERVIEW REPORTS

THE SAMPLE

All of the informants in the study are white women, and belong to (or come from) middle and upper income families (the sociological "middle-class"). The age range of the women is between ages eighteen and forty-nine; thirteen are from ages eighteen through twenty-five, six are from twenty-nine through thirty-eight, and seven from ages forty-two through forty-nine. Statistics regarding marital status showed that ten were single, seven divorced, and nine were married. Two of the unmarried women were living with a man, in what one woman described as "co-habitation." Two of the informants stated they had homosexual preferences, the others were heterosexual, but in some cases, practicing celibacy.

Religious preferences varied from practicing Christian to atheist, however, the majority of the informants stated they had no religious preference and when asked they indicated this meant "no interest." Eighteen of the informants listed themselves as either agnostics, atheists, or no religion, three were Unitarians, two practicing Protestants, and one a Buddhist for "ecological reasons." Two
of the informants identified themselves as being "ethnically Jewish." When asked about past religious training eight of the non-religious group were former Catholics, and six were former Protestants of various denominations. The two informants who identified themselves as ethnically Jewish did not profess religious beliefs.

Political preferences range widely: from one Republican to eleven Democrats, three Independents, three "Liberals," seven Socialists, and one Communist. (Some of the informants here given as "socialist" stated they were "radical left" or "radical left feminists".) Some in the latter categories stated they were former Democrats and two Democrats were former Republicans.

Occupation categories covered a fairly broad range: from students (some part-time, some full-time and almost all working), to one executive position. Six informants listed their primary occupation as that of housewife, three worked as waitresses, six were office workers, five were college instructors (only two employed full-time), one was a nurse's aide, one an x-ray technician, one a executive business manager (assistant), and one a carpenter's apprentice (with a degree from Harvard's School of Design in architecture).

Three of the women either had Ph.D.'s, or were working on finishing them; six have M.A.'s or are working to obtain them; and, all but four of the remaining group have
had at least one year and in most cases two to three years of college; thus, all of the women have had some college education.

Obtaining suitable employment was a problem for many of the specially trained women and for those without special training the income level was extremely low, under or around $3000 annually. Where women had very low incomes they depended upon either their husbands, families, or a male they were living with for support. All of the women who were going to school for more education were doing so in order to improve their job chances, and most were training for career positions in the future. (See Tables, I, II, and III, for clarification of informants' statistical characteristics.)

Following are a series of six portraits selected from the informant group to provide a more direct indication of the interview contents. The selection was made on the basis of age representation for the entire group, and form of identification with the Women's Movement. These portraits are divided into two categories on the basis of the individual's form of identification with the movement as it corresponds to already established categories of participation. These two categories are labeled "Liberationists," and "Radical Feminists," respectively.¹

A Liberationist is a participant who sees her participation in terms of striving for change within the existing social structure, and the particular ideology of a
### TABLE I

**INFORMANTS' (1-9) STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO.</th>
<th>AGE</th>
<th>MARITAL STATUS</th>
<th>INCOME LEVEL</th>
<th>RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE</th>
<th>POLITICAL PREFERENCE</th>
<th>EDUCATION LEVEL</th>
<th>OCCUPATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>x $3000</td>
<td>* none</td>
<td>* Left</td>
<td>1 yr.</td>
<td>+ Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** agnostic</td>
<td>** Radical left</td>
<td></td>
<td>++File-clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>x $3000</td>
<td>* Catholic</td>
<td>* Democrat</td>
<td>1 yr.</td>
<td>+ Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** none</td>
<td>** same</td>
<td></td>
<td>++File-clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>xx $15000</td>
<td>* Protestant</td>
<td>* Republican</td>
<td>1 yr.</td>
<td>+ Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** unsure</td>
<td>** Democrat</td>
<td></td>
<td>++Nurse-aide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>x low ?</td>
<td>* Methodist</td>
<td>* Democrat</td>
<td>1 yr.</td>
<td>+ Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** none</td>
<td>** same</td>
<td></td>
<td>++works part-time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>not given</td>
<td>* Catholic</td>
<td>* Independent</td>
<td>1 yr.</td>
<td>+ Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** none</td>
<td>** same</td>
<td></td>
<td>++Receptionist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>S &amp; C</td>
<td>xx $7-9000</td>
<td>* Catholic</td>
<td>* Democrat</td>
<td>2½ yrs.</td>
<td>+ Photography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** none</td>
<td>** same</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sales-business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>xx $12000</td>
<td>* Catholic</td>
<td>* Democrat</td>
<td>1 yr.</td>
<td>+ Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** agnostic</td>
<td>** Independent</td>
<td></td>
<td>++Waitress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>xx $9-12000</td>
<td>* Catholic</td>
<td>* Democrat</td>
<td>3 yrs.</td>
<td>+ Housewife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** none</td>
<td>** Liberal</td>
<td></td>
<td>++Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>D &amp; C</td>
<td>xx $9-12000</td>
<td>* none</td>
<td>*Conservative</td>
<td>1½ yrs.</td>
<td>+ Housewife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** Liberal-Protestant</td>
<td>**More Liberal</td>
<td></td>
<td>++Student</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Legend:**

- **x** = Personal Income
- **xx** = Family or Joint Income
- **C** = Cohabitation

---

**NO.** = Informant's Interview Number  
**S** = single  
**M** = married  
**D** = divorced  
**C** = Cohabitation
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO.</th>
<th>AGE</th>
<th>MARITAL STATUS</th>
<th>INCOME LEVEL</th>
<th>RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE</th>
<th>POLITICAL PREFERENCE</th>
<th>EDUCATION LEVEL</th>
<th>OCCUPATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>$3000</td>
<td>&quot;forced&quot; Protestant</td>
<td>Middle Demo.</td>
<td>1 yr.</td>
<td>+ Clerk-typist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>**atheist</td>
<td>**Changing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>$3-5000</td>
<td>* none</td>
<td>* Liberal</td>
<td>B.A. &amp; Grad.</td>
<td>+ Part-time Instructor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** none</td>
<td>**Radical</td>
<td>work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>$5000</td>
<td>* Protestant</td>
<td>* Democrat</td>
<td>2 yrs.</td>
<td>+ Office worker Telephone Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** none</td>
<td>**Liberal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>$3000</td>
<td>* Catholic</td>
<td>* Democrat</td>
<td>2 yrs.</td>
<td>+ Waitress Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** none</td>
<td>**Communist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>$50000</td>
<td>* none</td>
<td>* Socialist</td>
<td>M.A. in Architect</td>
<td>+ Carpenter's Apprentice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** none</td>
<td>**Radical-feminist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>$20000</td>
<td>* &amp; ** Ethnically Jewish</td>
<td>&amp; ** Radical-Soc. Feminist</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>+ College Professor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** none</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>$10000</td>
<td>* Protestant</td>
<td>* Democrat</td>
<td>3 yrs.</td>
<td>+ Housewife Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** none</td>
<td>** same</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>over $12000</td>
<td>* Protestant</td>
<td>* Democrat</td>
<td>B.A. in Nursing</td>
<td>+ Housewife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** indifferent</td>
<td>**Radical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>$9000</td>
<td>* Catholic</td>
<td>* Democrat</td>
<td>B.S. &amp; grad. work</td>
<td>+ College Teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** none</td>
<td>** Socialist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NO. = Informant's Interview Number  S = single  M = married  D = divorced  
x = Personal Income  xx = Family or Joint Income  C = cohabitation
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO.</th>
<th>AGE</th>
<th>MARITAL STATUS</th>
<th>INCOME LEVEL</th>
<th>RELIGIOUS PREFERENCES</th>
<th>POLITICAL PREFERENCES</th>
<th>EDUCATION LEVEL</th>
<th>OCCUPATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>xx - over</td>
<td>Methodist</td>
<td>Diasillusioned Demo.</td>
<td>1 yr.</td>
<td>Accounting Clerk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$15000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+ Housewife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>xx - over</td>
<td>&amp; **</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>B.A. &amp; grad.</td>
<td>+ Housewife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$12000</td>
<td>Methodist</td>
<td></td>
<td>work</td>
<td>+ Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Episcopal</td>
<td>Democrat</td>
<td>B.S. &amp; grad.</td>
<td>+ Graduate student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$5-7000</td>
<td>Unitarian</td>
<td></td>
<td>work</td>
<td>+ Teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Protestant</td>
<td>Republican</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>+ Teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3000</td>
<td>Buddhist</td>
<td></td>
<td>Part-time</td>
<td>+ Teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>xx - over</td>
<td>Unitarian</td>
<td>Republican</td>
<td>M.A.</td>
<td>+ Teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$15000</td>
<td>same</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+ Teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Protestant</td>
<td>Democrat</td>
<td>2 yrs.</td>
<td>+ X-Ray technician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$7000</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+ Teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>xx - over</td>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>Republican</td>
<td>working on Ph.D.</td>
<td>+ Asst. Bus. Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$20000</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+ Teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Protestant</td>
<td>Democrat</td>
<td>some college &amp;</td>
<td>+ Housewife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$9-12000</td>
<td>Interdenominational</td>
<td></td>
<td>business</td>
<td>+ Teacher</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- NO. = Informant's Interview Number
- S = single
- M = married
- D = divorced
- x = Personal Income
- xx = Family or Joint Income
- C = cohabitation
Liberationist holds that: 1) men are not the oppressors, the social structure is; 2) the present economic system discriminates against women, but more and greater job opportunities will correct this; 3) it is most important to convince men of how women are oppressed for men are oppressed by their roles too; 4) everyone will be liberated if sex-role stereotyping can be eliminated and women's present social and economic condition improved, hopefully under the existing system, but it not, perhaps under socialism. However, the existing electoral system should be the means utilized to obtain equality for women.

A Radical Feminist, on the other hand, is one who: 1) sees all men as the oppressors; 2) believes all societies are male supremist and the basic problem is a psychological power struggle; 3) holds that the total existing social system must be replaced; 4) that women must take privileges from men by force if necessary and eliminate their power positions altogether, that nothing short of an all-out revolution and the establishing of some sort of anarchist-socialist society will produce equality for women.

This dichotomization is somewhat of an over-simplification as beliefs of various individuals may range on a continuum from Liberationist to Radical Feminist; thus, members subscribing to one ideology or the other often overlap in terms of views. However, the categories are
used here to help present the sample portraits of informants from the study, and this categorization is a useful conceptual structure with which to depict the participants interviewed in this study.

The following portraits are presented alternating a "Radical Feminist" with a "Liberationist" and in terms of chronology from youngest to oldest.

**PORTRAITS FROM THE SAMPLE**

1. Karen\textsuperscript{2} is age eighteen, single, self-supporting, and a second year college student. She works in an office as a file-clerk, part-time during school and full-time summers. She shares a house with some other women, all about the same age, and all active in some form of Women's Liberation activities. Her annual income is under $3000. She had no special religious training in her background and she classifies herself as an agnostic. In terms of political preferences she lists her past preference as "left" and present as "radical left," but says she usually follows Democratic candidates in elections, and works for Democratic candidates during campaign years. She has a steady male companion whom she says is twenty-six, single, employed in business, has a college degree, no religious inclinations, and conservative political preferences.

Karen's father was a policeman with a high school education, Catholic background, and conservative political
leanings. He died when she was quite young. Her mother is a teacher, has a B.A. degree (acquired subsequent to the father's death), no religious preferences, and is "left" politically. The family income is not given.

Karen says her involvement in Women's Liberation followed a number of experiences during her years in high school. In the first year of high school some women already in the movement tried to interest her but she was put off by their lesbian association with the movement and the fact that it did not have much meaning for her at that time. She was active in civil rights-related activities and Black Liberation, then she became involved in anti-war activities, peace demonstrations, and finally Gay (male) Liberation. About this time, she says:

...it hit me about women, the high school boy/girl shit and the little princess crap, and then understanding about women followed.

Participation was directly related to the activities she was engaged in and the people she was involved with. The "woman as object" theme of Women's Liberationists began hitting home in her role behavior with boys. She was under considerable pressure to "get a boyfriend," to have some sexual experiences, to dress right, to be the "right" weight, and in general "be hip," all in order to meet the social pressures of being able to attract males and to be "popular" with her peers.

Her response to this pressure was resistance and be-
cause of the associations formed in her previous political activities this resistance led to the adoption of the attitudes of Women's Liberation and getting involved with other women.

Women's Liberation, to Karen, means a number of different things: liberation from all stereotype sex roles; equal status to men, but not to do the "same shit as men"; the formation of a new society with "elimination of all garbage" (e.g., war, racism, sexism, and nationalism); need for people to obtain political power. It also means that women should have equal pay for equal work, to hold political positions in larger numbers and positions of authority. In addition, Women's Liberation offers, for Karen, a means to end sexist advertising, and sexism in the entertaining arts, literature, and in education.

There have been a number of changes in her life-style since becoming a participant, both physical and psychological changes. Foremost among these, she says, is her awareness of women as people. She says she now "tends to sympathize more with women over any man." She listens more to women and no longer "puts them down" for doing the socially construed "dumb woman" things.

In terms of personal changes she has stopped wearing make-up and dressing to "attract men." She noted that this

...surprises me to discover that I didn't need it in the first place, because people still re-
act to me the same way they did before. Now I don't have to be a sex-object in the way I dress.

She states, however, that:

I'm torn between what I understand now and what I've learned to do before. It's very difficult. I tend to be angry all the time, tend to be rude, obnoxious, and very crass to men, especially if they treat me like "another female." The male's sex-object attention makes me very angry.

She sees herself now as being stronger, that she no longer has to "impress some male"; "meaner...I know now that what I'm doing is right and I don't have to apologize for what I am." She says she is most concerned about her own attitudes and presents herself as aggressive and independent, mainly because she feels a growth in self-confidence.

She feels it is necessary to get involved, and "involvement means converting other women, talking to them, getting them involved." She says, "women need to be talked to so they can be made aware of their own oppression." Involvement to her means education, however, she states that she does not think she is "all that liberated," and she thinks she "has a long way to go." The involvement, for her essentially means educating other women.

Although she is primarily concerned with sharing her experiences with other women, she says she will talk to men about Women's Liberation "only if they're willing to listen, and only if they're willing to try to understand."

In terms of how her participation is accepted by
others she says that although her mother is sympathetic to the movement and quite liberal in her attitudes she considers Karen's behavior "rude to men." Karen says that in the office where she works "sometimes it upsets women I talk to as well as men." She says she modifies the tone of her conversation in such situations so as not to alienate women; she does not talk about being a Woman's Liberationist, instead she talks about woman's oppression in general. About her work situation, she says:

...all the women in the office act like little children; they have "put-on" voices and "put-on" mannerisms, everyone of them, and everybody tries to out do each other. Women in the office spend hours and hours talking to men about nonsense stuff, and everybody's talking about who's getting married and who's had a baby and I can see all the sexist implications of this behavior and I want to say something, but if I say something as simple as "Why don't you change your kid's diapers?" to a man, they stop talking to me. And the homely women [in the office] don't bother to compete. They are sick or depressed and always taking pills and having stomach problems. Claude [the office manager] is constantly complaining about those "dumb women."

Karen says she finds it very depressing because she understands why the women feel compelled to act the way they do and why the men get so "up-tight" about doing things differently.

In terms of old friends and personal relations, there seems to be less difficulty in understanding and acceptance. Her old friends are those from high school who participated in the same political areas as Karen and, her close male friend wants to maintain their relationship, and therefore,
struggles to understand her position. It would seem, from our conversations, that she is educating her male companion to the ideas and values of the Women's Liberation Movement, as she understands them and this helps maintain their relationship.

As for her satisfaction with the movement, she feels she herself needs more understanding of how sex-role stereotyping affects her life and that she needs to get involved in women's prison reform. In terms of her perception of other women in the movement she says:

...there are too many upper class women playing games, catering to men and playing politics; if they'd stop playing politics and get down to the issues of the radical women maybe something would get done. Women in the movement aren't enough together. They have to get it together and stop competing with one another, which they've been doing all along. As for the rap groups, talking about personal problems is all right when they first get involved, but after they need to move on to the larger social issues; abortion, women in prison, men, political rights, and sex discrimination at all levels. Women in the movement are constantly catering to men; always concerned about men, the same with Gay /male/ Liberation, they're too busy screwing to get down to business to form a movement.

Karen is very positive in her attitudes, and very much an adherent of the movement. She thinks she wants to be a lawyer and is working her way through school with that in mind. She has been active in working for political candidates in the past and at present she has organized a woman's rap group and is working with it. She says, however, she feels her own participation in the movement is "very low."
She supplements her information about the movement by reading, and she writes short articles for underground women's publications. Her attitude towards the movement is best described as one of dedication.

2. Sally is nineteen, a single college student, working part-time as a nurse's aide in a convalescent home. Her parents are both teachers, her father has a master's degree and her mother has five years of college, both are Presbyterians and Republicans and the family income is over $15,000. She lives at home when in Portland and in a dormitory when at school.

Sally feels she has been generally angry and frustrated with the existing status quo for a long time, but began putting it together when she got a job and started college. She was, and is, interested in organizing women's studies programs and in order to do that she has had to educate herself in the values and ideas of the Women's Movement. (She attends a college where there are presently no courses in Women's Studies being offered.) Two things in particular developed her interest in the movement; first, a difficult emotional relationship with a young man; and second, her present job. She became involved with a boy and discovered in the course of their relationship that he was also involved with another young woman. Pressured by the "new sexual revolution" and the fact that she did not want to break off
the relationship she tried to maintain it even though his infidelity to her was emotionally upsetting. At the same time her sister was involved in a similar situation. Also, Sally found employment in her present job, all of which was her "confrontation with this 'man's world!'" which proved to be quite disturbing. On the job, she discovered that it was "male owned and male governed in terms of final decisions," and the women employees worked for very low wages; "the owner drives away in a Cadillac;" and in her relationship with her male friend, "he makes all the decisions" about when he sees her, or even if he sees her.

The accumulative effect of these situations led to interest in the Women's Movement which was (and is) receiving quite a lot of attention in the news media.

...at the convalescent home where I work, though it is owned by a man, it is really run and governed by the head nurse as far as the patients and aides are concerned, that is, care, hiring and firing, dietetics, and so on. The evidence is more indirect than that, some of it is obvious, the owner is a man and he does have final control and authority over everything. The biggest thing is in the women who work there, women who largely because of their age; they're either too old or too young; their looks, not "pretty" or overweight, or other things, can't work at anything else and finally get this lower paying job that hires only a pair of hands and usually always women's hands, or there's also those of us with college training who could be doing other jobs except we know there's no sense even applying because they're already taken, by men.

It's not that the same labor-type jobs don't exist for men but they are all union controlled with seniority and approval and not so low-paying. We make even less than waitresses because we can't play the sex game for tips. And when hospital staffs try to organize for better wages
society not only doesn't approve but says it's wrong. Damnit, things have to change. Nobody who works with the sick could possibly want to strike and leave, but there has to be another way; anyway, I'm looking for some answers. When I find some of the answers I can talk to people and get them started. But the more I think and see and learn the more questions I get and the angrier I become. The more I develop as an aware woman and feel freer inside myself, the more I feel trapped by things outside me, the more I feel my oppression, not my freedom.

In terms of her emotional relationship with her young man she says:

I know he has another woman, but is interested in me. I have trouble accepting this other woman as a sister and a friend. By the way, I've never met her, he keeps us apart somehow. But, she really does not threaten my love for him or my desire for security because I don't want a declared, marriage-type relationship but rationally prefer a more open-ended one. Emotionally, though, I would really like to know there is still somebody male around that a woman can have a halfway decent relationship with. I find it somehow hard to take emotionally, that he point blank is not here when I would like him to be with me. I am trying desperately, and probably not succeeding, to keep my emotions from him. I don't want to play games. He plays the other woman against you ... I refuse, as much as possible, to play this game, but the other choice I have is to lose the relationship and I'm not ready to do that yet.

And men wonder why we become so angry! Women do what they have to do to exist, even as half persons, second-class, and they're doing exactly what they've done for thousands of years. I don't want to live as a half person, as second-class, so I figure by knowing myself as well as I can, especially as a woman, by talking to other women, and learning and acting with other women, and by teaching and showing men by actions and confrontations, maybe we can build a better society. We have to, though men aren't really as important as the women at this point. If we can't solve these human relation problems how can we expect to solve the problems of the world?

Sally is interested in self-defense for women, and for
women be educated into the ideas of the movement. She says her own involvement has made her more conscious of other women and their problems, more self-confident in her ideas, and especially determined to "push the woman's thing." She says she is more out-spoken, more angry, and less afraid to display her anger, especially to men. Her parents "tolerate" her behavior, her "unfeminine" dress, and her attitudes because, as she puts it, they think she is going "through a phase." She seeks friends, women friends from among interested Women's Liberationists, and finds in general, a great deal of hostility to the idea of women's equality outside of this circle of women.

She is involved in organizing women on her college campus, and at work, into lecture courses and rap groups; she is also especially concerned with educating the young men she associates with. Overall social reform seems too "radical" to her at this point, she is more interested in changing the attitudes of people:

...true this is a long slow process, though it is accumulative in effect and moves faster and faster. Because it is so slow it creates angry, frustrated women like me. Sometimes faster, more shocking methods are more effective. I still don't seem to be coming up with many answers.

3. Norma is twenty-nine years old, divorced, has a degree in architecture, recently obtained a job as a carpenter's apprentice, and lives in a women's collective. She comes
from a fairly well-to-do New England family and has an independent source of income. She has no religious background and reflects the socialist political preferences of her parents.

Her interest and involvement in the Women's Movement was the culmination of a series of difficult personal experiences. She had married quite young (in part to escape the family home); her marriage followed several years of living with the man she ultimately married and the marriage promptly failed. Her husband left her for another woman while she was going to graduate school. Moreover, the depression which followed led her into several equally unfulfilling personal involvements with men. For awhile, during her last years in graduate school, she was under the care of a psychiatrist which, for her, "was a total waste of time."

Psychologists are still into trying to get the person to fit the society, as though it was their /the patient's/ fault, not society's.

About this time she "split" from a living situation with a man whom she had lived with for about a year, "but never really cared for," and moved away. Subsequently, a woman friend invited her to attend a rap group session, and she moved in, about this same time, with another woman. Participation in the rap group helped her to understand Women's Liberation, and she remained in the group for a year although she complained that it was never a totally satisfactory situation.
The women were into personal experiences but dealt with them from a totally intellectual perspective, and they weren't very political or interested really in getting political. I tried suggesting we do other things, anything, go to the beach, have dinner together once in awhile, or spend a week-end somewhere as a group, but nobody took me up on any of my suggestions.

Participation did, however, help her to adjust to some of her personal problems. She had been:

...hung up on the "feminine trip," being overweight, how I looked. It took me a long time to get over wanting to be noticed on the street, not wanting to be considered "unfeminine."

(It is interesting that Norma thinks of herself as being "overweight" for it is not how one would describe her.) In addition, participation in the rap group helped her to deal with some of the problems she had been seeking the psychiatrist about, why she could not deal with men, her sexuality, and her general feelings of frustration.

About the time of her rap group involvement she had a sexual relationship with another woman which had been very difficult for her to handle emotionally:

The situation blew my mind, I thought everyone on the street knew. But in the group I began to consider it in a different light. If we've been had by all the other things in our lives, why not about the nature of our sexuality?

She left the group after a year because "it didn't seem to be going anywhere." However, she did have much better feelings about herself as a person. She felt much more self-confident, the concern about how she looked had
diminished, she was no longer afraid about being homosexual, (although she thinks she is probably bisexual rather than homosexual), she is able to act out her anger and frustration with the world and no longer feels guilty about it as a personal problem. Moreover, she has become radically political. Her concern is getting other women involved, though she tried at first to talk to men she is no longer interested primarily because she believes it is "impossible to deal with their arrogance."

And, my gay male friends have the same "macho" hang-ups about themselves and women. They have to pay the check or open doors. Crazy! And straight men express real fear when you tell them you're gay.

Her aim is to develop in other women increased awareness about politics and the need for political organizing. Women have real potential power for a revolution if they get it together. They need to get together, just women. Besides, there's one in every home. And men have to be forced to relinquish power.

For Norma, Women's Liberation means total social change, elimination of capitalism and sex-role stereotyping, of male domination and authority systems. In addition, she says it means the possibility of seeking personal fulfillment in whatever kind of sexual relationships are meaningful to the individual. She seems to have clearly in mind what specific aspects of existing social conditions need to be changed, and, she thinks she is learning more all the time. She is not optimistic about the future success of Women's Libera-
tion, however:

...understanding how fucked up everything is makes living more tolerable, if you can believe the contradiction, and I keep hoping we'll be able to bring it off if we get it together.

Her participation in the movement is not difficult from the standpoint of acceptance from her family and friends, but it does present psychological problems on job situations and her solution to the job situation is to find work among compatible people. Because she has an independent source of income she has a greater choice in terms of jobs, therefore it is not really a major problem there either.

4. Eileen is thirty-seven, married with two teenage children, and living with her husband and family. She was raised in a Protestant faith but says she is "indifferent" to religion; she is a Democrat (married to a conservative Republican), has a degree in nursing but is not employed (by choice). She lists her occupation as housewife, and the family income is over $12,000. Her mother (now dead) was a housewife with an eighth grade education; and her father is a millworker, high school education, and both parents were Republicans. She has a younger sister who works as a librarian in a college in the east and who has been an influence on her participation in the movement.

Eileen went to college right after high school, met
her husband while working as a nurse, married, got pregnant, and took up the job of housewife fulltime.

Her sister alerted her to the Women's Movement and Eileen began to investigate it on her own through books, magazines, and various articles covering it. Exposure made her aware of aspects of her family life as well as that of women in general which fit what women in the movement were complaining about:

In my home my father controlled all of the money. He gave my mother an allowance and by doing so he was able to control my mother completely. She was trapped and the less education a woman has the more subservient she is. My mother always wanted boys. I never wanted to be like my mother. My father encouraged both my younger sister and myself to go to school and he pushed us to achieve.

In addition to helping her understand the situation in her family home the exposure to the Women's Liberation ideas helped her to understand some of her personal experiences.

I had really dreaded getting married. I remember I broke the first engagement I had because the boy made me feel like I was being controlled. Later I met my husband, we married and although he didn't really want to have children I got pregnant right away.

Eileen says her husband is quiet, non-aggressive, and more dependent as a personality than she is. For her the Women's Movement involves personal liberation and her husband is central to the issue.

Women's Liberation is necessary and important. It's needed like unions so women don't become obsolete.

Her participation is on an individual level, it means
involving both women and men, educating them to the ideas of Women's Liberation and to the present situation of women in regards to male domination. Her participation is also directly related to her marriage and trying to make it successful. She says she:

...understands problems aren't my fault and I'm more comfortable. One person can't do all the giving. Because I feel better about myself, my marriage is growing and I can push the relationship more because I'm more secure and more tolerant.

Eileen says she feels a growth in her own personality and consequently is learning not only to handle her marriage better but also her in-laws, whom she says tend to dominate her husband and their marriage as well.

Her participation at this point is essentially an ideological one so consequently it is not a problem at home. She says she is quite comfortable and where her personal friends are concerned when there is any controversy she is silent. She says she is also comfortable in her understanding of the values and goals of the Women's Movement as a whole. What she has derived from her exposure to the readings and various meetings she has attended is that women are not obliged to play roles. She attends occasional lectures on the Women's Movement when it does not interfere with her family obligations. She says the major change which has come about for her is that she has achieved a great deal of self-confidence and a better understanding of her world. Consequently,
she feels better able to cope with her life. She does not want to pursue any other career than that of housewife and the Women's Movement has helped her to deal with it more effectively.

5. Maureen is thirty-eight, divorced, lives with her two teenage children, and works as a teacher. She was raised a Catholic but gave up her religion when she was quite young. Her political preferences are Socialist:

but since that's not possible under the present democratic system, I vote anyway, usually for the so-called Democrats.

Her mother was a housewife and part-time office worker with a high school and special stenographer education. The mother was also a "sometimes" Catholic and a Democrat. Her father was a minor official for a business firm, and had an eighth grade education, no religious preferences and was a registered Democrat. Maureen quit high school to get married and started college when her children were in school. She divorced her husband because of the incompatibilities which deepened as a result of her continuing education. She had a second brief marriage "which didn't work any better for the same reasons."

She became involved with the Women's Movement as a result of a developing awareness, and:

...because I've been rejecting things all my life why not "woman's place?" I gave up Catholicism at about eighteen, and I'd been a true believer. I dislike conformity especially when it's imposed
on you from the outside. I came to understand about my racism as I developed a better understanding of its existence, and I gave up my naive beliefs in our democratic system when I began to understand the nature of politics, so why not women? Naturally I'd come to women last, everybody does. Women weren't even recognized as "persons under the law" until this year [1972] and that distinction was made after Blacks, Indians, children, Hick Wo or Wick Ho, (I can't remember which), Running Bear, (I guess he's Indian), and finally women, last and least. So, I don't really feel I'm out of step discovering women last.

She says she became interested in the Women's Liberation Movement when she discovered she did not grasp:

...what all the fuss was about, and since I'd learned from past experience there was usually a fire under the smoke I decided to find out what caused it. I was already aware of the employment and economic problems women have, but I realized all the hollering involved much more than that and I had to find out what it was.

Participation in the movement first involved understanding the issues, reading and talking to other women, then she had a chance to help form a rap group which she participated in for a short while.

The rap group was interesting and I met some fantastic women, but I found I was more interested in their problems (I'd divorced most of mine), and I wanted to do something political, so I dropped the rap group when I had a chance to get into a women's political action group. By that time everybody was ready to do something different anyway.

To Maureen Women's Liberation means "human liberation," an end to placing people in class and caste structures; it also means an end of male power and will come about only
through revolution.

The war which really needs fighting is the battle to take power from the men, everywhere, and such a battle means women fighting men, but it's not very likely because women have too much to unlearn to ever get together enough to square off against men. Besides, if they could unlearn everything that helps oppress them the battle would be won automatically.

She says that not a great deal has changed in her life overtly since becoming a participant; she dresses much the same, has the same life style:

except I no longer have much to do with men if I can help it. Sure you can say they're oppressed too, but it's difficult to be sympathetic when it costs me money and privileges and they hold all the clubs.

Her home situation is much the same, her personal friends are now women involved in the movement and on the job:

my male colleagues tend to avoid me. People accept me who are sympathetic to the movement and those who aren't and know I'm involved reject me.

There have, however, been a significant number of psychological changes since becoming involved; her attitudes towards women is different, she says she sees them as people:

I never really saw women before, like whites don't see blacks, they're there but they don't register. And I see men differently too. In the past I served as an object for men. I realize my relationships with men have been exploitive, unequal, frustrating, economically necessary, all of which was very nicely hidden under the label "love." Love is not possible under such conditions and that means it's not possible at all, until the conditions change for women.
In terms of sharing experiences about the movement

Maureen is most concerned with the education of women:

Women must come to the understanding that they have value and not as objects for men, but as people who have a world to restructure. Talking to men is a waste of time, they don't listen, after all we're "just women," and for them it's not important what women get excited about, unless what women get excited about is them. For men the only things that are important are power, money, war, killing, violence, destruction, and flattery to their egos, certainly not life or love or tenderness, not if the present world situation is any indication of what they value.

Part of the psychological changes she feels have taken place in herself are an increase in self-understanding, a more profound understanding of the nature of people, a greater feeling of self-confidence and self-assurance and a sense of dedication to the movement; although she says revolution is necessary she is very pessimistic about its ever happening. As for her own level of participation she feels it is "inadequate," and her personal understanding is "not complete," however, "it increases all the time."

Women have to utilize whatever means are available to them to improve their lives, traditional political action, or taking legal action in cases of discrimination, or even violent actions if the situation calls for it. But, using the traditional avenues open to us won't get rid of male domination and that's the problem we face.

6. Florence is forty-six, a native of Portland, married with six children and working as an assistant business manager for a large firm. She comes from a fairly well-to-do
family who own their own business. Both of her parents work for the firm they own, they are both practicing Catholics and Republicans, while she is a Democrat. Over the years she has maintained close ties with her family. Her husband is a psychologist (her marriage was frowned on by her family for a long time after she married); they have six children ranging in ages from 22 to 12. The size of her family was not the consequence of her personal wishes, but the result of her Catholic upbringing and advice from a priest "to accept her situation as a woman and conform to your husband in everything you do." She gave up her religion after such continued advice. At the present time she is working and going to night school to complete a Ph.D. in business, and she is planning on leaving her husband soon. (At the time of the interview the separation was planned for the following month and had been arranged for some time.)

Florence has always viewed herself as something of a rebel, her marriage to a man whom her parents disapproved of was an initial indication of throwing off parental control. She worked prior to marriage and then returned after the birth of her last children (twins). She left the Catholic Church and took her children out of Catholic schools which was an "extremely defiant gesture" towards her family and she sees it as such for herself. Then she started to read Dr. Mary Daly, "Women and the Catholic Church," and that was her introduction to Women's Liberation.
I discovered it wasn't just my problem. Then I read Betty Friedan's *The Feminine Mystique*, and related instantly to the content because my life and my marriage situation were extremely frustrating, no abortion, no birth control, and the "old German" mentality of my husband.

Her level of frustration with her marriage was "extremely high," but she found old habits hard to break.

"I've always been aware of the patronizing attitude of men, and my husband will say, "but, I've always let you do what you wanted to do," and be so mystified about why I'm angry. My husband's family is German and he's a first generation American and my husband's mother's status in the family was impossible. She wanted her kitchen painted for years, her kitchen, where she worked like a slave for them, and nobody would even paint her kitchen. Her husband constantly derided her...But she learned to drive at age 62 in spite of it all. She died at 64 of a heart attack.

When Florence became actively involved in the movement she organized a Women's Caucus for political action and to improve employment opportunities for women locally.

I don't picket, but I'm glad other women are willing to do it, because women's employment situation is terrible and picketing is sometimes necessary. On my job women get hired at $350 to $375 per month, men get $550 to $600 with the same level of education and qualifications in many cases. Starting salary at...is $550 and we're told "that's good for a woman."

She also protests the automatic hiring of men over women, especially when women are often better qualified.

A professor at P.S.U. recently told me "no woman has ever passed my course," and he simply stated he did not like women, and didn't think they had a place in higher ed-
ucation. How can you avoid not being involved with Women's Liberation when men have the audacity to confront you in those terms?

Women's Liberation, for Florence, means helping women to obtain the opportunity to achieve self-fulfillment, the fulfillment of their potential.

Women need to be able to develop their lives and the status of women needs to be changed. But in order for women to achieve self-fulfillment they need to be independent economically.

She feels at odds, however, with some of the activities within the movement; she dislikes the "young radicals who turn people off" and feels their behavior is detrimental to the goals of Women's Liberation. In terms of her personal life she says she feels more independent, that she no longer feels her husband's permission is required to do things, she feels she is capable of living without a man and that her husband and family are no longer primary in her life. She says she is also much more outspoken now, and she is anxious to get other women interested in participating in the movement. However, she is not especially interested in explaining her position to men. As for her situation at home, the divorce is pending.

Maybe it's possible to have a relationship with a man outside of marriage, I'm not sure, but certainly not married.

On the job she receives less pay than men do for the same work though equally qualified, and there too her participation in women's political activities is treated as a
joke. She says, however, that her personal relationships with friends are relatively the same, she forms lasting friendships and has always valued the friendship of women and they remain unchanged.

Florence says the characteristics she finds desirable in men and women are: open-mindedness, intelligence, wit, and a sense of humor, all of which describe her as well. In addition, she is charming, animated, self-assured, and very gracious, and she is typical of the women who participated in this study and who are represented in these sample portraits.
1. These categories are derived from how large numbers of participants in the Women's Liberation Movement view their participation, and they are defined according to the particular ideology the participant subscribes to. However, some of the analysts of Women's Liberation political structure have different categories or greater numbers of them. Shulamith Firestone, in *The Dialectic of Sex*, (New York: Bantam Books, 1971), presents three types: conservative feminists, politicos, and radical feminists. Her distinctions are somewhat different from mine, but cover the same general frame of reference. Because of the nature of my sample and because it provides a more definitive description I prefer to model my categories after Juliet Mitchell's, which she details in *Woman's Estate*, (New York: Pantheon Books, 1971), pp. 94-95. My categories are more a contrasting of "conservatives" with "radicals" in the sense that the conservatives are not especially politically conscious and the radicals are inclined to be political activists in some form.

2. All of the names used in the following portraits are fictitious to protect the informant's identity.
CHAPTER V

DATA ANALYSIS

In order to determine if Goodenough's model of identity change corresponds to the experiences of the informants in this study it is necessary to analyze the women's reasons for participation in the movement, and the extent of their involvement to see if a desire for identity change occurred and how it was achieved. This also involves an examination of the changes which they say have taken place in their lives in order to determine if Goodenough's criteria for identity change are applicable in the areas of self-appraisal and re-evaluation; and, to determine if there have been changes in their categories of perception, in their criteria for evaluating what is perceived, and in their habits of using these categories and criteria. Such an analysis elicits the kinds of learning situations and confrontations which lead to identity change experiences.

In addition, the informants' levels of participation are considered in order to establish their degree of personal involvement and emotional commitment to making an identity change. This also permits an interpretation of their anticipation of a new status, their adoption of new roles, and the degree of their dis-association with their former
identity.

Further, an analysis of informants' discussions concerning their participation, and their conception of the problems involved, as well as the kinds of solutions they envision to deal with these problems, permits an evaluation of their understanding of what they want changed, and how they are going about mastering new roles. Moreover, a consideration of the acceptance or rejection of others is necessary in order to evaluate the possible success or failure of identity change as a result of participation in the Women's Liberation Movement.

In addition to the above, the age, income level, marital status, religious and political preferences of the informants, as well as their occupation and occupational experiences, (that is, the statistical characteristics of the informant group), are compared to determine if similarities exist which might have significantly influenced their participation in the movement.

All of these factors are examined in light of the categories selected from the field data for analysis. Following is the data analysis by category.

I. REASONS FOR PARTICIPATION

Reasons for participation in the Women's Movement vary depending upon the individual's life circumstances. The reasons which emerged from this study included: in-
intellectual curiosity, some personal emotional experience which was identified with the ideas of the movement, related political activities, exposure through a friend to ideas or activities of the movement, accidental exposure, and in some cases a combination of these factors.

Only two of the twenty-six women became involved strictly out of intellectual curiosity, although this subsequently changed to emotional identification once they were involved. In both cases these women had prior exposure to radical political activity and both felt a sense of strong commitment to making social changes. Eight of the women had some personal experience which caused them to relate it on their own to ideas of the Women's Movement, fourteen became involved through the introduction of a friend, either to the ideas or to participation in rap groups, and two became involved as a consequence of taking a Women's Studies course.

Exposure to some of the values and goals of the movement resulted in an emotional identification with the movement on the part of the women in this study. For the most part this identification was the consequence of felt frustration or discomfort with their new awareness of the traditional role expectations for women. However, the degree of the emotional identification depended upon the individual woman and the quality of her past experiences. For example, all but one of the women expressed the fact that they had experienced difficult or frustrating personal experiences.
with men. And, all of the women felt the problem of having to assume major responsibility for making their relationships with men lasting and meaningful. The differences in these experiences and felt responsibilities influence the individual's emotional identification in participation in the movement.

One woman said she did not view her relationship with her husband as resulting in frustration (particularly as the relationship related to sex roles), nor did she feel obliged to assume more than her share of the responsibility for making their relationship effective. It is interesting, however, that in this particular case the informant was married to a man whose mother had been a radical feminist from an earlier generation; moreover, the informant verbally acknowledged her seemingly unique situation and had an apparently clear understanding of the situations of other women whose experiences weren't her own. But, for the most part, women's personal problems with men were a primary factor for participating in the movement; that is to say, their difficulty in establishing and/or maintaining satisfactory relations with men resulted in their identifying with the Women's Movement and becoming involved. Specifically, fifteen women in the informant group became involved as a direct result of identifying their personal problems with men to the ideas of the movement.

Where such an identification was not a primary factor
in participation, it became a secondary factor for all of the women as their continued identification with the movement was related indirectly to past experiences with men. But, as a secondary factor it involved identification as a consequence of more general relationships with men. Such experiences concerned the various forms of social role interacting between males and females, a new understanding about the kinds of restrictions placed on women in employment situations and on their social behavior in general, a growing knowledge of the general social behavior and attitudes males have been taught to project regarding women, and the implications of these attitudes, and an awareness (for some) about the economic restrictions placed on women and their forced dependency on men for economic support, (that is, in terms of the general over-all position of women).

For eight of the women a primary factor for initial participation had to do with related political activities, either anti-war demonstrations and campaigning, civil rights activities, socialist politics, or some related type of activity. Participation in these activities helped to introduce and make them favorable to the Women's Movement.

For six of the women, participation could be classified as accidental; that is, they were accidentally exposed to the ideas of the movement either by taking a course (as was the experience of two women) or by attending a rap group session at the invitation of a friend. The majority of the
women, however, became involved intentionally as a consequence of identifying in some way with the ideas of the movement.

Developing a sense of identification with the movement, for women who became actively involved on their own, took place over a period of time prior to active engagement and in these circumstances the influence of family, friends, personal experiences, and related political activities were all significant influencing factors in developing their interest in the Women's Movement and becoming actively involved. In addition, reasons for participating were not mutually exclusive; that is, in some cases the primary factors for women's participation had to do with both related political activity and awareness about their difficulties with men; or, their personal experiences and their accidental exposure to the ideas of the movement connected and resulted in their participation, and so on.

Thus, reasons for participation have to do with the earlier life circumstances of the informants, as well as the specific situations relating to their immediate involvement.

II. SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF CHANGE

Initial participation for all of the informants produced self-reappraisal and re-evaluation of themselves, their values, and their past experiences. Without exception,
participation resulted in evaluative experiences, that is, a revising of their estimation of themselves.

Basic to this evaluative reappraisal, the informants experienced, was a change in their attitudes towards men, an awareness of having learned to defer to men in personal interactions; and, this new awareness resulted in a feeling of resentment, for some a feeling of anger, because personal interaction with men seemed to require deference behaviors on their part, and feelings of frustration with themselves for having deferred in the first place. All of the women acknowledged this situation as an aspect of their personal lives, either presently or at some time in the past. In addition, the women experienced a re-evaluation of what they had learned to be as women, what they had learned regarding types of dress considered appropriate for women, specific behaviors that are usually defined as "feminine," forms of language that are considered appropriate for women, and the social norm which implies that the first and most appropriate career for a woman is to be married and have children.

Many of the women made conscious changes in dress, mannerisms, personal actions, and language usage as a result of participation. Such changes included: wearing clothing that would ordinarily be considered "unfeminine" or less "feminine," giving up certain personal habits such as shaving legs or wearing make-up, eliminating actions construed as "female-role playing," (e.g., flirtatious behavior),
being more casual in terms of posture (standing or sitting), performing definite anti-social actions such as making obscene gestures in public, and incorporating more "masculine" language forms into their normal usage, in particular obscenities. Those women who did not make specific external behavioral changes did indicate that they had made internal ones; that is, they had experienced an emotional decrease in their sense of identification with the way they looked or acted; but, for younger women especially, conscious personal style changes were a direct result of participation. (Out of eighteen informants who stated that such changes in external behavior had occurred, ten of them were in the under-25 group.)

All but one of the women said there had been a corresponding change in their attitudes towards other women as a result of involvement in the movement. They indicated that they had developed a heightened consciousness about women, an increase in receptivity to women, and identification with other women as having the same kinds of problems. This included the experiences of the two women who stated they had homosexual preferences. The exception to this situation said she had always felt this way about women, that she had long established relationships with women and identified keenly with their problems.

In addition to reporting changed attitudes and perceptions about men and other women, all of the informants
said that participation had resulted in a change in their attitudes about themselves. Women in the under-25 group experienced "some" positive improvement in their attitudes about themselves, women in the middle group said their attitudes about themselves were "markedly" better, and the oldest age group said their self-conceptualization had "dramatically" improved. The degree of emotional response expressed in regards to improved self-conceptualization was also related to the individual's level of participation in the movement; that is, the greater their level of participation the stronger their sense of self-improvement.

Both evaluative and cognitive reappraisal are aspects of the identity change process, according to Goodenough's model. However, not all of the women seem to have experienced "cognitive" reappraisal; that is, not all have seen themselves since participation as different persons with different kinds of personal characteristics significantly different from ones they formerly thought they had. This aspect of identity change is somewhat difficult to elicit in an interview unless the individual is positively aware of having undergone specific identity changes and can verbalize about them (or unless in the interview they are asked specific questions leading them to this kind of conclusion, which I tried to avoid). Most of the informants recognized some evaluative changes, for those who did not, that is, those who said they were still the same person as
before, expressed attitude changes were indicative of their having undergone evaluative experiences. Drawing the line between "cognitive" reappraisal and "evaluative" reappraisal requires that the interviewer make inferences from the same set of experiences and most of the informants indicated that they continued to see themselves as essentially the same as before they participated in movement activities. Only four of the informants discussed the fact that they felt they had become different kinds of persons since becoming involved. All of the informants, however, felt that exposure to the ideas of Women's Liberation had produced definite perceptual change "from which you couldn't retreat," (a comment frequently made during the course of the interviews).

III. DEGREE OF PERSONAL INVOLVEMENT

In applying the categorical distinctions made earlier between "Liberationists" and "Radical Feminists" (see Chapter IV, p.81), eight of the women in the informant group can be classified as "Radical Feminists" (the same eight who had prior experience in radical politics), the remainder fall into the "Liberationist" category. This categorization is a useful way of measuring levels of participation, for without exception all of the eight, classified as radical feminists, are the most actively involved both in terms of emotional commitment and in terms of actual levels of participation. This categorization, however, does not adequately
indicate individual levels of emotional commitment or actual participation in activities, but it does indicate attitudes concerning emotional involvement and participation. Regardless of the specific views each woman holds concerning the content of Women's Liberation (or what they think this content should be), all feel a sense of personal commitment to various ideas and goals of the movement.

Expression of this emotional commitment varies, and can be examined according to the forms individual participation takes. Five of the women in the liberationist group are actively involved in organizing other women, into rap groups or political action activities. The remaining thirteen (of the same group) are involved in self-education through reading, participation in rap groups or Women's Studies courses (or both), and some are involved in related political activities (e.g., Women's Health Clinic, or volunteer work for organizations related to the Women's Liberation Movement). For these women in the latter group, organizing other women to become involved is limited to talking to them about the movement (when it is possible to do so). The activities of the eight radical feminists includes both active organizing in a number of groups and continued self-education through whatever means available.

Emotional commitment varies with participation level. For those actively involved, the sense of commitment is very high, for those just getting involved, the commitment
is not as strong. Older women in the group display a stronger sense of emotional commitment even if their actual participation is low. Five of the women (in the Liberationist group of thirteen previously discussed) indicate a much greater level of emotional commitment than their participation indicates. They too, state a strong sense of identification with the movement and would like to do some active organizing, but do not, either because of shyness, lack of opportunity, or lack of available time. Only eight of the women indicated what could be classified as a "moderate" emotional commitment and all of these saw their participation in the movement as being a personal involvement rather than a social involvement. (That is, they were concerned about making changes in their personal lives and viewed their activity as a means to this end rather than as a means to social change in general.)

For most of the women, participation has resulted in some form of struggle over their emotional involvement and in some cases a feeling of strong resistance towards some of the ideas and goals of Women's Liberation. For example, two of the women do not agree with the movement's advocacy of abortion in any form. For others the emotional struggle has to do with kinds and forms of social change, ideas about personal behavioral styles (e.g., the psychological import of wearing make-up or being especially "feminine"), and general emotional responses to attempts of changing
personal attitudes and values to conform with their new perceptions about the character of their situation of being female. For example, two of the "radical" women in the study said they had no emotional difficulty relating to most of the ideas and goals of the movement, including the need for revolution in whatever form, however, they professed some emotional struggle with the idea of not wearing make-up, although they said they understood the ideological reasons for not doing so. On the other hand, all those who felt no conflict in this same area expressed a great deal of conservatism about political change. Both of these situations correlated with the kinds of behavior they manifested in the past. If the individual had worn make-up before (usually over a long period of time) she resisted the idea of not doing so now, or if the woman had been conservative politically before, she remained conservative.

Common emotions which ran through all of the interviews were anger and frustration, and the degree of felt anger had to do with the kind and quality of their past experiences, particularly with men. Women who had particularly difficult or unpleasant experiences in their personal involvement with men were especially angry. Only two of the women indicated a sense of mild frustration and anger, and these were the same women whose personal relations with men (especially their husbands) were the most stable, (however, both indicated a sense of frustration with
men in general).

For the most part, the women who fit Goodenough's model most exactly are those most actively involved in organizational politics and thus they are the ones making the largest effort to change and the ones most emotionally committed.

IV. UNDERSTANDING OF CHANGES: PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

The women's view of what they wanted changed was determined by the kinds of confrontations they had experienced and their degree of awareness of the values and goals of the movement. Their level of awareness in turn shaped the way in which they perceived the problems in making changes and the kinds of solutions they perceived as necessary to produce change.

By and large, all of the women felt they could change themselves to be the kinds of persons they had learned to want to be as a result of participation in movement activities. That is, in order to incorporate the values and goals of the Women's Movement with which they identified, they perceived they could change some of their former behavior or ideas and they saw this as something possible to do on an individual basis. As individuals, for example, they could refuse to play the role of a "flirtatious" woman or refuse to dress as a female "sex object." These were things they could do through personal action. Not being
obsequious or deferring to men in interpersonal relationships were again things they could do as individuals through individual action. It was, however, on the level of political awareness and political action that the women began to display marked differences in their understanding of what it was they wanted changed and how they perceived differences in the problems and solutions to change.

All of the women perceived the major problem in achievement of identity change as being either difficult or impossible because of the fact that what they desired in the way of change is not socially acceptable at the present time. Some of the women verbalized about the fact that under present social conditions there were no "guide lines" to adopt as models and that the traditional models are unsatisfactory alternatives. The study group can be divided on this aspect of identity change into two kinds of groups, those who see the problem as a purely personal one capable of being solved by individuals and those who see it as a social phenomenon requiring a complete over-haul of the existing social conditions. Here too, the kinds of previous associations and confrontation experiences they have had determine their perception of the nature of the problem.

Although the problem is viewed by some as a personal problem capable of solution through individual action, these women agree in feeling it is a problem that all women have and therefore one all women must deal with even though on an
individual level. In the study almost half of the informants (twelve) perceived the problem from this perspective. Everyone in the study conceived the existing status of women as a problem for all women, but only half of the group perceive it as a social and political problem, requiring active social and political solutions. Their solutions, however, vary.

The extent of personal involvement in movement activities reflect the way individual informants view the problem of change, and also reflect their degree of awareness about the ideas and goals of the Women's Movement in general. Those not actively involved tend to see solutions as individual ones, these more actively involved see it as a social problem requiring social solutions. And here again the level of participation and the degree of understanding about what they want changed is a reflection of the individual's reasons for participating, the kinds of confrontations to the ideas of the movement they have experienced, and the variety and forms of their previous experiences.

The women who became initially involved out of intellectual curiosity, had prior radical political exposure, and identified on an intense emotional level to the content of the movement, and they viewed problems to change as essentially social problems requiring extensive political reform. On the other hand, women who had little or no exposure to radical politics, and were introduced to the ideas of the
movement through a friend, relate to it less intensely emotionally, and see the problems to change on a personal level. Four of the women could be classified as "intermediate" between the two groups. They had some exposure to radical political activity, and some difficult experiences with men, and their participation in the movement produced a strong sense of identification with the need for positive political action, although not necessarily "revolution." In all of these cases their understanding of the problem and solutions is verbalized as "hazy," "confused," or "still trying to work it out." Informants in the latter two groups (individual versus social action reform) are positive in their responses to questions about understanding what they want changed, and how they perceive problems and solutions.

Those who see the problems in terms of individual solutions felt that solutions lie in the areas of developing self-awareness, and educating other women to the need for change. Those who see the problems as requiring general social change through political action resort to a variety of methods for achieving it. All of these women were involved in persuading other women of the need for change, by talking to them, by organizing them into rap groups, or by becoming involved in political action activities. Goodenough points out that another solution to the problem of achieving identity change is to seek membership in a new community where different systems of social categories
exist (see Chapter II, p. 50). Six of the women adopted this idea as a partial solution for they have taken up residence with other women who share their views.

All out revolution is something "wished" for by the women in the "radical" group. They talk about this as being the only means of effecting lasting change, and they see this solution as involving a complete change in the existing status of women, an end to all forms of social, political, or economic discrimination against not only women, but other minority group members as well; they also see it as an end to the capitalist economic system and war "as an instrument of imperialist control," and the establishment of the socialist society in which "the potential of every individual" has the possibility of being realized. In addition, they admit this as a utopian fantasy and quite unlikely of fulfillment; however, they see the solution to change, in the meantime, as requiring an extensive effort on the part of women to bring about better conditions for themselves and this is reflected in the forms their commitment obligations take.

V. PROFESSED DEGREE OF UNDERSTANDING ABOUT THE CONTENT OF NEW ROLES

To analyze the women's degree of understanding about the content of their new role it is necessary to evaluate the types of personal actions they say they perform since becoming involved, the kinds and sources of models they re-
late to, and the degree of their understanding of the specific characteristics of the new identity.

The ten youngest informants in the study were most actively involved in making personal style changes in dress and behavior; moreover, these were the women who indicated the most concern about being perceived as "sex objects." This was not an expressed concern on the part of the older women; their expressed concern had to do with the psychological deference of women to men, and they discussed their own attitudes about female/male deference patterns and role playing to a considerable extent. The older women indicated they felt this was a basic cause of the inferior status of women, and they discussed their own problems in trying to cope with this aspect of their behavior. Two of the women in this group indicated they felt that a lack of deference to men on their part was a major reason for their experiencing continual problems with men in interpersonal relations. Several of the other women in this same group (eight) said they had come to realize this problem of having to defer to men was a major source of conflict between themselves and men. The remainder simply acknowledged it as being the "situation women find themselves in."

The women who were dealing with identity change in terms of eliminating the "sex object" role, they felt they might have been playing before, did not relate as strongly to the idea that deference to males was a part of their be-
behavior, in fact, most did not mention it at all. There was, however, a strong sense of "individualism" among these informants and all of these women were in the under-25 age group; therefore, age might have been a factor in their perceiving their situations as they did.

The older women informants (the over-25 group and one age 24) expressed a more positive sense of security about their identity and were most concerned at this point with the nature of their behavior. For the most part they did not express any discomfort with themselves, simply with the idea that they had learned to defer as part of female role playing, and they expressed a concern about the necessity for women to understand the nature of this particular aspect of their behavior and try to eliminate it.

In relation to this aspect of role playing, the informants generally verbalized about the need for women to stop seeking "male approval" for their behavior. This idea was expressly stated by at least half of the group and those who developed it in interview sessions were, again, those women who had the greatest exposure to the ideas of the movement. The women with the least amount of exposure and identification expressed the least amount of understanding about what it was they were trying to achieve, or what it was they felt women should be. One woman expressly stated that it was easier to be "a new kind of person when there was a model of the person you wanted to be." She explained that she had a
friend who had been partially responsible for her involvement and who served as her "model." She stated that this was a model of someone who "knew what they were as an individual" and displayed a "positive sense about Women's Liberation." In her case, the friend served as a role model.

Half of the informants expressed the need for women to take self-defense courses and four of the younger informants were doing so. They expressed this need as being something women should be capable of in order to cope with the problems of being molested and/or raped, very old concerns of women.

The degree of understanding about the specific characteristics of the new identity varied. As was noted earlier, only four of the informants expressly stated they were conscious of being "different people" since becoming involved. They said this meant that "their whole perception of themselves" had been revised. All of the other women had undergone evaluative reappraisals which had produced modifications in their behavior and/or perceptions of themselves and various aspects of their lives. How they perceived these changes specifically depended upon the extent of their active involvement in Women's Liberation activities. The young women who were still dealing with it on a personal level did not verbalize about perceiving themselves differently or having adopted new roles; however, their attempts at change give indication that they were, in fact, adopting
new roles and expressing it through dress modifications or behavioral changes.

All of the women indicated that participation had resulted in changing some aspect of their lives which in turn had changed some aspect of themselves.

VI. PERCEPTION OF THE ACCEPTANCE OF OTHERS

The response on the part of family, friends, and acquaintances to the women's involvement in Women's Liberation was, on the whole, negative.

Participation resulted in the failure of at least two marriages, (one woman's husband divorced her as a direct result of her participation, a second was planning divorce as a consequence of her involvement). Two of the women actively adopted homosexual behavior (which they had suppressed before), and this in turn ostracized them severely with former friends and family. (One had problems with her immediate family, the other woman's family accepted her homosexuality, but her friends rejected her as a consequence.) Eight of the women discussed the strongly hostile reactions they received to their participation on the part of their husbands or male friends. The oldest woman in the study group said her husband would not "allow" her to discuss Women's Liberation in his presence. Another eight of the young women said their families responded with very negative attitudes; one woman indicated her parents viewed it
as "a phase" she was going through (see portrait number two in Chapter IV). A number of the women experienced the loss of personal friends as a direct consequence of participation, and all of the women experienced hostile reactions from people on job situations, when speaking in public gatherings, or from casual acquaintances. One woman was fired from a job as a result of publicly acknowledging her membership in Women's Liberation.

Although the women reported they were often subjected to hostile reactions regarding their participation, from both men and women, they stated that the overwhelmingly hostile responses came predominantly from men. (However, this has not always been the experience of women in the movement at large.)

One of the immediate consequences of being received with hostility from others was a feeling of the need to defend one's self and one's participation. One woman stated she became even more involved as a consequence of the ridicule she received from friends. The only informant in the study who said she did not defend her position but, simply remained "silent" in the face of opposition did say, however, that she wished she had the "nerve to speak up," and was "very happy" when other women did.

In general, the kind and quality of response to the women's participation corresponds with a survey made in the initial phases of this research and will be discussed in the
VII. PERCEPTION OF SELF SINCE PARTICIPATION

How the women perceive themselves since becoming participants was uniformly expressed as "more self-confident." The adjectives the women used to describe themselves since becoming involved included:

...more aggressive, self-confident, more outspoken, strong, more independent, more sure of themselves, more positive, more determined, more aware of their capabilities, more achievement oriented.

Again, how the informants perceived themselves corresponded with the extent of their involvement in various activities and their opportunities for performing in their new roles. Those who had limited opportunity and were only moderately involved viewed themselves as improved about their sense of self, but did not acknowledge any difference beyond this. Those who were actively involved were more highly conscious of a stronger, more positive sense of self and could discuss it in specific terms; moreover, those most actively involved acknowledged a feeling of continual growth and change, a marked change in their perceptions and attitudes and a clear understanding of the fact that this had altered their personalities.

All of the women felt a desire to share their experiences with others. Most of the young women (nine out of ten in the under-25 group) were anxious to share their per-
ceptions with men as well as women. Only three of the remaining sixteen women were interested in sharing their experiences with men as well as women. The contrasting views to this situation were expressed as:

1) men need to understand too because it is a problem for them as well as for women; 2) men, if they want to be "liberated," had better educate themselves.

Here too, the responses seem to be affected by the age of the woman and the extent of her involvement.

A number of other factors show up in the study; all of the eight "radical" women are non-religious and "left" politically, all of the women in the "very conservative" segment either profess a religious belief or are "unsure" about it; and, in addition, they are relatively conservative in their political preferences. These two considerations, religion and political preferences, seem to be more of an influencing factor on the level of participation and the degree of change that follows than either income or education level, for which no significant correspondences appear.

Following are the conclusions drawn from the application of the theoretical framework to the research data and a brief discussion of the Women's Movement as a whole.
CHAPTER VI

APPLICATION OF THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK TO DATA

Are the activities of movement participants consonant with the theoretical model of identity change process presented in Chapter II?

According to the theoretical model:

the process of identity change for the individual is a consequence of specific kinds of realizations which are fostered by a series of definable stages (see Chapter II, p. 39).

These stages or necessary conditions for identity change consist of: 1) a desire for change on the part of the individual, 2) a commitment to making a change, and 3) an understanding of what needs to be changed. And, according to the theoretical model, in addition to these essential conditions, 4) acceptance on the part of others is also necessary if lasting change is to be realized.

By applying the conditions for identity change in the theoretical model to the participation experiences of the informants it is possible to determine how participation in the Women's Liberation Movement effects identity change in individual members.
I. INFORMANTS' DESIRE FOR IDENTITY CHANGE

In the theoretical model the identity change process initially involves a desire for identity change which is achieved by self-reappraisal as a result of having new experiences and making an effort at reappraisal as a consequence. Self-reappraisal and learning new criteria for self-reappraisal is produced through various methods of confrontations: 1) as a result of defense of self, 2) being subjected to structured experiences, and/or 3) through demonstrations. Such confrontation experiences result in changes in the individual's perceptual categories and in criteria for evaluating perceptions. Further, such changes in an individual's habits of using these categories and criteria produce additional reappraisal experiences (see Chapter II, p. 42).

Analysis of the informants' reasons for participation and the specific aspects of their lives which changed as a direct result of their participation shows that the desire for identity change is present in all of the informants. However, the intensity of the desire varies with the extent of reappraisal which has taken place, for the effort made at reappraisal depends upon the kind of confrontation experiences the informant has. These in turn are shaped by their previous personal experiences and the kinds of experiences they permit themselves to become involved in as a consequence of their prior experiences. (For example, the individ-
ual whose prior experiences do not include activity in radical politics does not get immediately involved in radical political activities upon becoming a participant in the movement. Instead, participation level remains closely tied to activities performed prior to involvement.)

All of the informants experienced one or more of the various confrontation situations that led to self-appraisal; that is, confrontations were produced as a consequence of having to defend one's self, or as a result of being subjected to structured learning experiences through rap group exposure or a Women's Studies course, or by being helped to achieve a desire for identity change as a result of demonstrations on the part of others.

Whatever the individual reasons for participation were, that is, whether the involvement was out of intellectual curiosity, accidental exposure, or the introduction of a friend, it produced an emotional identification with the Women's Movement for all of the informants. The level of this emotional identification was dependent upon the individual's prior life experiences and the specific types of confrontation situations they experienced in their participation in the movement. This in turn had an impact on the quality of reappraisal efforts and the subsequent level of individual identity change.

The desire for change is immediately reflected in the specific aspects of change which informants say have taken
place in their lives. All of the informants underwent evalu-

ative changes which produced changes in their categories of perception and their criteria for evaluating these categor-
ies. For example, an initial category which underwent change was their usual perception of the traditional social role of being female, that is, all of the informants acknowledged a change in their perception of women in general and what it meant to them to be women; further, all of the informants expressed a change in their attitudes towards men and the criteria they had previously used to perceive how they should behave in regards to men.

The desire for identity change was reflected not only in perceptual changes on the part of individual informants, but also in the behavioral changes which resulted. Changes in perception of what constituted the "proper" or traditional social role of being female (as each informant conceptualized this) produced changes in external appearance and actions, that is, changes in dress, mannerisms and language usage, the "giving up" of actions conceived of as being "typical female role playing."

For some informants the self-appraisal process was demonstrated only through attitude changes, whereas others adopted physical changes. Thus, the desire for identity change on the part of the informants was expressed both in implicit and explicit terms.

The extent of effort made at perceptual change affected
the kind of reappraisal which resulted. Extensive effort at evaluative changes were more likely to result in cognitive reappraisal (see Chapter II, p.42) as well as evaluative reappraisal as the research data indicates (see Chapter V, p. 114).

Part of the desire for identity change has to do with the effects of confrontation, that is, confrontation with the self frequently results in resistance because the perceptual categories undergoing change are usually those which the individual feels especially concerned about emotionally. Informants in the study expressed their concern about the apprehension they often experienced during their initial involvement as a consequence of such felt resistance, and they noted that continued involvement helped to ease the difficulty of this experience and enable them to better understand themselves and what they wanted changed. Thus, attempts to deal with difficult or uncomfortable confrontation experiences facilitated increased involvement and the desire for change.

Many informants also expressed the fact that intensive personal involvement with other movement women helped to increase their understanding, and the rap group interaction techniques which involve methods used in psychological counseling were especially effective in stimulating change and overcoming individual resistance. Moreover, rap group confrontations produced further individual reappraisal along
the lines of values and goals of the Women's Liberation Movement and enabled the individual to better understand why they had initially identified with Women's Liberation.

II. INFORMANTS' COMMITMENT TO CHANGE

The second necessary condition for identity change in the theoretical model involves a commitment to making a change which can be: 1) through the performance of some action that anticipates the new status, 2) through performance in the new role, and/or 3) engaging in some physical and/or psychological commitment to the new identity.

Evaluating informants' commitment to change involves analyzing the degree of their personal involvement in terms of felt emotional commitment and their actual level of participation in various movement activities. It also includes an analysis of the kinds of conscious changes they say they have made since becoming involved. (Desire for change and commitment to change are arbitrary distinctions made for analytical purposes and the actual behavior of the informants overlaps these arbitrary categorical distinctions, as in the case of stated changes which have occurred since participation. It is possible, however, to analyze the same set of data from these different categorical perspectives.)

Demonstrations of a commitment to change requires that there be some important modification in one's former personal style, that is, a demonstration of one's commitment to
making a change involves committing one's self to some type of obligation that makes retreat from change difficult. In the case of informants' participation in the movement modifications were made in two general areas; one, in physical changes in dress and mannerisms, especially on the part of younger informants anxious not to present themselves as "sex objects;" and two, in attitude changes having to do with previously learned patterns of deference to males (and people in positions of authority); this latter was particularly characteristic of the older informants.

All informants indicated they had made an emotional commitment to the Women's Movement, but the majority also committed themselves to some form of activity which involved the relinquishing of some former aspect of themselves. These commitments, especially for the younger informants, often took the form of rude or anti-social behaviors, radical changes in dress, and for four of the informants, courses in self-defense. For the older informants commitment involved refusal to role-play with men, especially in interpersonal situations. However, this latter situation varied to a marked degree depending upon the informant. For some this aspect of commitment to change produced what might possibly be classified as schizophrenic behavior, that is, for some informants a change resulted in their attitudes about how they should relate to males and how women were usually expected to relate, and this change was further expressed both intel-
...lectually and emotionally, however, some of the informants could not modify their actual behaviors when interacting with their husbands or male companions for fear of disrupting these relationships and the informants indicated their emotional concern about this as producing a "frustrating situation." (In some cases where modification of such behavior actually occurred the relationship was disrupted.)

Commitment to change, in informants who could not bring themselves to modify categories of behavior they expressed as necessary of modification, was usually relatively low.

The actual participation level of informants was usually an accurate indicator of the level of their emotional commitment to making a change, although there were a few exceptions.

Commitment to making a change included the conscious expression of informants' talking to other women about Women's Liberation and their desire to get other women involved.

The over-all expression of commitment to change ranged from "low" to "very high" according to the individual's level of actual participation and their understanding of what they wanted changed.
III. INFORMANTS UNDERSTANDING OF WHAT NEEDS TO BE CHANGED

In order to facilitate successful identity change the individual must also understand what needs to be changed, and according to the theoretical model, this third necessary condition for identity change involves: 1) possession of knowledge about the new role, and 2) a sense of certainty about the content of the role. Understanding what needs to be changed further requires that the individual making the change recognize the problems of achieving change, and the solutions to problems of achievement. Failure to identify the problems or the social restrictions placed on change will prohibit successful identity change.

According to the research data all of the informants expressed some knowledge about what they conceived their new role to be and, in general, they felt a strong sense of certainty about their conceptualization of this role. Moreover, the informants all recognized that there existed various kinds of problems in achieving this new role, however, the perceptions of exactly what constituted these problems varied with the informants level of involvement and prior experiences.

Problems to achievement could be classified into two categories: one, personal or individual problems, and two, collective or social problems. Further, the solutions the informants envisioned in eliminating the problems is struc-
tured by their perception of the problems.

All of the informants perceived social blocks to the successful achievement of identity change, that is, they all agreed that the major problem in change lay in the fact that the changes they desire are not considered socially acceptable, at least not currently. (They could all verbalize about the idea of "equal pay for equal work" being generally accepted as a desirable goal for women too, but the idea of women's being "the complete equal to men in everything" was not generally acceptable socially.)

In addition, all of the informants felt that it is possible to produce some kinds of changes on an individual level and that it is desirable to do so. However, beyond immediate personal style changes not all of the informants have clearly in mind the kinds of over-all changes that would produce lasting results. Then too, informants differed on their perception of the kinds of individual changes they conceived of as desirable to make. Not all agreed, for example, that dramatic changes of dress or discarding make-up use were necessary or effective tactics, and not all agreed that it was "pointless to talk to men" or even desirable not to do so. However, all did agree that the problem involves changing the conceptualizations of men as well as of women.

Those who adhered to the idea that solutions were possible simply through developing individual awareness and
getting individuals to change held markedly different political perspectives from those who adhered to the idea that permanent solutions were only possible through collective action and social institutional change.

The solutions adopted followed the lines of how the problems of achievement were conceptualized, but all of the informants believed that one solution to the problems (whether viewed as personal or social) lay in persuading others to change their valuation of the present identity of women and to convince women, especially, of the need to change. All of the informants agreed that the existing status of women in general could be changed if others could be persuaded to accord it the same privileges and esteem that are generally accorded to men in this society.

However, different informants had different perceptions of the existing privileges and esteem accorded to men. Some recognized, for example, that it is primarily white men who have the highest social status, thus acknowledging social caste distinctions, while other informants did not make such a conscious distinction. Further, those who recognized social caste distinctions also made distinctions on economic and social levels; that is, they felt "privilege" itself, both economic and social must be accorded equally throughout the social structure, and such perceptions of the problem lead to a conception of the problems of achievement as being essentially collective not personal, and requiring over-all
social reform. (Some of those who viewed the problem as a collective problem were also concerned about the cross-cultural implications of sex-role stereotyping and its effects on women, and as a consequence their view of the extent of the problem and the difficulty of solution was quite different from those informants who focused on only their own social milieu.)

Although complete social reform was viewed as the most desirable (and in some cases the only) solution to problems of achievement of identity change, it was not seriously viewed as a solution in either the immediate or distant future by those who held this view, that is, a revolution was not expected to happen as a realization of the problem. For the most part this solution was conceived of as "something to be wished for" but "unlikely." For those who viewed the problem as a collective one the most immediate solution was recognized as an organized mass movement of women engaged in traditional forms of political action.

The adoption of collective movements as a solution was a consequence of the fact that some informants perceived no existing opportunities to fulfillment in the existing social categories and they did not feel they could escape into different social environments although they did adopt modifications of this solution, that is, many informants found some solution to the problem of achieving identity change by seeking membership in a congenial sub-group or "community."
Six of the informants were living in "communities" with other women who shared their attitudes and beliefs about Women's Liberation. The "community" in these cases was simply participation in a common household grouping. Other women in the informant group found membership in rap groups or Women's Movement related activities and this helped to achieve similar ends as taking up membership in a kind of community where everyone shared the same system of social categories. Not all of the informants felt the need to seek membership in like-minded groups of people, but more of the informants would have liked to than actually did, and, further, they envisioned this as a reasonable method of improving their understanding of what they wanted to be changed. The more politically active and aware the informant the greater the desire for membership in such situations.

Those informants who acknowledged strong preferences for collective action and perceived change as being essentially social change held two different views about solutions. There were those who continued to value traditional goals for themselves and felt that the solutions were simply a matter of removing the apparent obstacles to achievement. That is, informants who felt women's status could be made equal to men's if women were given equal pay and equal job opportunities saw the problems to solution as consisting of making such opportunities available to women.

The second view perceived the traditional methods of
self-realization as invalid and felt the solution to the problem of achieving self-realization had to come about, ultimately, through a total revision of the social order.

Thus, the direction the movement should take meant social reform to some, and social revolution to others, depending upon how they conceived the problem.

Those who held that a total revision of the social order was the only reasonable solution were also those whose comprehension of the ideas and values of the Women's Movement was most extensive, and whose political preferences could be classified as the most "radical." However, not all of these individuals seemed to have clearly in mind the specific models of what would result from total social reorganization.

Although all of the informants felt a strong sense of certainty about their participation and their understanding of their reasons for participation not all of them felt the same certainty about their understanding of problems to achievement and solutions to such problems. Those informants who felt strongly about problems being personal ones, and those who felt strongly about the problems being collective were also positive about their sense of understanding. Those informants who were not sure about how they should categorize the problems were also still working out their understanding of what specifically they wanted changed and how to achieve this.
Thus, an understanding of the specific characteristics, duties and responsibilities of the new identity depended upon the form understanding of problems and solutions took.

IV. INFORMANTS' PARTICIPATION ACCEPTANCE

The identity change process, to be completely successful, must have the acceptance and approval of others. In addition, the individual must have the opportunity of displaying the new identity and performing in the new role in order to develop skill in applying what they have learned and in order to complete the identity change.

If acceptance on the part of others to the informants desired identity change is crucial for the success of the identity change process, as the theoretical model indicates, then evidence from the research data would lead to the conclusion that identity change is not going to be markedly successful.

All of the informants in the study said they had experienced a considerable amount of rejection from others in regards to their participation in Women's Liberation. One informant stated that she adopted a "silent" position when confronted with negative responses. Another informant said she was not "allowed" to discuss the subject at home, her only opportunity for experimenting with the new role was limited to her rap group participation. Other informants indicated that they could not overtly engage in behavioral
changes in their interpersonal relationships with men for fear of destroying the relationship, thus their opportunities for displaying the new identity and performing in the new role were limited to social circumstances outside of their home environments.

Only those informants who had modified their living situations to conform to their new attitudes about their identity as women can expect to achieve any degree of permanent identity change, if the suppositions in the theoretical model are correct. Moreover, those informants who are making the greatest effort at change, who are most actively involved in participation in Women's Movement activities and/or who have modified their living circumstances to accommodate to their desired changes are the ones who have the greatest opportunity to achieve mastery in their new roles and thus are most likely to accomplish permanent identity change.

SUMMARIZATION OF CONCLUSIONS FROM THE STUDY

All of the informants have experienced new self-confrontations, have been subjected to new and in some cases, difficult inducements to change; all have modified either their physical and/or psychological behaviors to accommodate to the desired changes; all are involved to some degree in sharing their identity change experiences with others; and all have some understanding of what they want changed and
how to achieve it. However, not all of the informants can exert the same degree of effort in promoting their individual involvement, and many are blocked from achieving effective identity change because of the negative or hostile reception of others and the refusal on the part of relatives and friends to recognize the new identity.

The most effective changes occur in those informants who are most actively involved, those whose understanding about Women's Liberation, in general, is most extensive, and those whose political involvements are the most socially oriented.

In general, the experiences and behavior of the informants conforms to what is already known about women's participation in the movement and public response to this participation. An early report about the general characteristics of Women's Liberation participants appeared in the Nov./Dec. 1970 issue of Transaction magazine.¹ The findings indicated a correspondance with the findings in this study also, in that women who became involved in Women's Movement activities are generally from middle income groups, Caucasian, with some college education; they are not predisposed to accepting the traditional female role (which labels women as "passive, emotional, irrational, dependent, and inferior to men") as the only means of self-fulfillment, but recognize other alternatives than being wives and mothers as options to self-fulfillment. In addition, they often exper-
ience some form of alienating situation prior to involvement which helps them to identify with the values of the movement; they sense the discrepancies between what they know they can do or would like to do and what social traditions tend to dictate they do.

Further, because the belief system of Women's Liberation views the source of problems in the social system the goals of Women's Liberation are oriented to changing the system as the solution, and those individuals who view the problems as sociol/political problems achieve the strongest identification with Women's Liberation.

Finally, women who are predisposed to defying traditional values and being "non-conformist" are also more likely to adopt Women's Liberation as an alternative to self-fulfillment. Many of the informants in this study noted their earlier rejection of religious, political, or social views in some form, and a number adopted political views often construed as "deviant" or behaviors labeled as "antisocial."

Subsequent to my initial research I administered a general survey questionnaire (see Chapter III, p.63) in an attempt to elicit information about aspects of public response to the Women's Movement. The findings indicated that out of some 160 responses, roughly 90% of the respondents perceived the goals of Women's Liberation as a desire for economic and/or social equality in general, approximately
77% agreed that these were reasonable goals, especially "equal pay for equal work," however, some 68% of the respondents held negative or hostile personal reactions to the goals and activities of Women's Liberation. Out of 161 respondents only 12 were positive in their attitudes towards the movement as a whole. In general, approval was granted as long as the goals were concerned with economic equality, but the majority held strongly unaccepting views if the activities of the movement participants involved other kinds of goals or if the actions of participants were viewed as "unconservative" or "improper" in any way. (Only one of the 161 respondents in the interview said she was a participant in the Women's Movement.)

The responses of questionnaire informants was reflected in the attitudes of acceptance by others towards the interview group informants, and in general, interview informants' experiences regarding the acceptance of others was viewed as reasonable only so long as the participation conformed to socially acceptable levels of behavior and so long as the participants only sought "equal pay for equal work" or perhaps some modification of the social position of women especially as it related to job opportunities. (These responses from others are predictable ones.) Beyond that participation was greeted with bewilderment or hostility by family and friends for all but a small minority of the informants. All of the informants reported that men especi-
ially reacted with a sense of fear and hostility and indicated they felt threatened by informants' participation.

The solution to obtaining acceptance on the part of others is perceived as persuasion and education, and when informants adopt such tactics extensively they further their own involvement in the movement and facilitate the achievement of the identity change process.

In order to determine if permanent identity change in the informants results as a consequence of participation in the Women's Liberation Movement a diachronic followup is necessary. However, it is possible to draw a number of reliable inferences from this synchronic study. One is that the more extensive the active involvement in the Women's Movement the stronger the sense of identification and the greater the possibility for lasting change. Two, the evidence indicates that the closer the participants' experiences conform to the theoretical model the more likely they are to experience lasting identity change. Third, when participants lack opportunities for role experimenting or meet with resistance the less likely they are to experience change or to increase their involvement. Fourth, a key to partial change lies in individual versus social identification of the problems, and change is more likely to occur when the participants view what needs to be changed as a social problem and adopt political action methods of solution.
DISCUSSION OF THE IMPLICATIONS OF WOMEN'S LIBERATION

The attitudes and behaviors of the informants in this study correspond closely to the experiences of students taking Women's Studies courses. Young women in courses are more concerned about being labeled "lesbian" or "Women's Libbers," than are older women students. Older women students, in general, tend to be less concerned with appearance and labels, and more concerned with interpersonal relationships and social change. Those individuals who are strongly religious, regardless of age, have the most difficulty with the course material, especially if they adhere to some type of fundamentalist belief system. Those students who express strongly conformist attitudes do not relate well to the course, whereas those whose attitudes and experiences are similar (in general) to the informants' in this study identify strongly with the course and go on to take others or become involved in Women's Movement activities.

Women's Studies courses also have interesting implications in terms of the Women's Movement as a whole. The proliferation in such courses in colleges and universities throughout the country has grown in direct proportion to the spread of Women's Movement activities, in part because movement participants are teaching such courses, and, be-
cause they involve the students in emotional as well as academic participation these courses have an impact on the form of culture change the movement itself hopes to achieve.

The Women's Movement as a social phenomenon has interesting implications for culture change generally because it aims at permanently restructuring the social order, and, whether this restructuring is confined to changing the status of women to share in the same privileges granted to men, or whether it is extended to complete social reform along the lines of socialist ideology, the resultant position will be different in either case.

Many Women's Liberation participants, including this one, view the existing status of women as a cross-cultural problem (though in varying degrees from one culture to another), and among the oldest of human conditions. That is, the status of women relative to that of men is defined as being "less than" that of men in most human groups, and certainly in most numerically speaking. Only among some groups of hunters and gatherers, where status distinctions appear to be virtually non-existent, does the position of women seem to be equal to that of men. However, since the general question of the status of women, or the position of women in terms of the values of any given cultural group has not really been extensively examined by anthropologists (until very recently) it is difficult to evaluate the true position of women in terms of a society's status system.
More than a few ethnographers discuss the status of women either in terms relative to men, or in terms of comparisons relative to women in Western civilization, where admittedly, the status of women is high (depending again upon a comparison to that of men).³

Margaret Mead often discusses the fact that regardless of what any given society accords the highest value it usually involves those things which men do and it is usually granted to men.⁴ It is understandable, therefore, how status differentiation has grown out of the basic division-of-labor between the sexes. A woman’s adult functions are prescribed at birth, whereas a man’s adult functions have to be achieved. Because of women’s child-bearing functions and their need to care for their off-spring for long periods of time and because of the hunting and warfare activities of men and the value placed on being successful hunters and warriors, status differentiations based on ascribed versus achieved economic and social functions have resulted in the elevation of males to a higher status in most human groups.⁵

Judith Brown’s study of the status of women based on the sexual division-of-labor shows that in general the work women do will be closely tied to her primary responsibilities of infant care and child tending.⁶ This in turn bears upon her relative value in a society. Studies of women cross-culturally tend to indicate that the greater the
woman's economic contribution to the group, in addition to her primary function of childbearing, the higher her status is more likely to be. All of which indicates that in order for women to have positions of equality with men in human societies they must achieve on a comparable economic level with men, that fulfilling their primary function alone (that of childbearing and childrearing) is not enough.

At this point, however, women are in a very real "bind" (that is, conflict situation) for most human groups (this one included) hold various forms of traditional values which restrict women's activities and thus, they limit their opportunities to achieve. Typical examples of the kinds of social restrictions placed on women are such cultural customs demanding that women be "ladylike" in public behavior (and private) as in the United States, chopping off the fingers of infant female children as among the Dani of the New Guinea highlands, prohibiting women to go in public unescorted as in Latin American countries and in some Middle Eastern countries as well, requiring women to be veiled as is the custom in some North African countries, and so on. These are very general examples, but they serve to show that even if individual women in male-dominant cultures (and this includes most human cultures) would wish to change their status relative to men they would face difficult and, in some cases, seemingly insurmountable obstacles.

In addition to the social customs which place physical
barriers to female equality, women also face numerous psychological/social barriers. A recent observer of such psychological barriers in Western civilization, in particular, noted that:

as long as men define women as economically dependent on and socially indistinguishable from themselves, it is exceedingly difficult for men to perceive the issue of female inequality as a genuinely serious one.9

In addition, the observer said he felt that:

...while it is difficult for most white men to take the issue seriously it appears even more difficult for most black men.10

In the United States, in particular, this is because Black men (in lower socio-economic categories, generally) see achievement and elimination of racism as being accomplished when they have access to the same rights and privileges that white men have, and when "their" Black women live like white suburban American women, all of which is in sharp contrast to the goals the Women's Liberation Movement hopes to achieve, which is a sharing in any given society's rights and privileges by all of its members regardless of race or sex.11 This means specifically that women have to be recognized as people in their own right and not as adjuncts to males, that is, in addition to being (or instead of always being) wives, mistresses, and bearers of children, they need to be recognized as statesmen, politicians, explorers, inventors, administrators (for some women in the movement), and cultural innovators. It is obviously true that women do hold
these kinds of positions, but they need to be able to hold them as a matter of course, not as notable exceptions to the traditionally prescribed positions of women. At least, these are the aims of those seeking equal rights for women.

It is interesting that the situation of women from a macrocosmic view is, moreover, reflected in a microcosmic sense in this study. That is, the greater the individual woman's sense of deference to men and the more passive her behavior the greater is her subordination to men. However, women who consciously manifest deference behaviors to men do so as a matter of self-protection. All of the women in this study who acknowledged this continued behavior, in spite of their expressed intellectual rejection of it, pointed out the nature of their economic dependence upon the men they were associated with. The fear of losing this economic support was a basic reason for not wanting to disrupt these relationships.

In some situations fear of physical repression acts as an inhibitor to participation in the Women's Movement. The extreme example of this situation was demonstrated in China in the late 1920's when the Kuomintang was attempting to repress the forces of the Maoist revolution and one of the tactics of repression adopted was to torture and kill women who had been participants in the Maoist version of Women's Liberation, and the death toll was in the thousands.12 (Even after the Maoist revolution was successful women who joined
Women's Liberation groups often faced physical repression at the hands of relatives.13

If the Women's Liberation Movement were successful it would produce deep-seated changes in the structure of human culture. The Women's Movement, although most active and extensive in the United States, has its counterparts in a number of European countries, as well as Africa, China, Cuba, and Latin America. However, countries where the discrepancy of status between the sexes has traditionally been the greatest (with the exception of China) the Women's Movement is least pronounced, and in most such societies non-existent. Only in the United States and European countries, where the status of women most closely approximates that of men is the Women's Movement most operative as a force outside of state political control. (In socialist or so-called socialist countries the Women's Movement is a part of the state structure and has different implications for women, although not necessarily for culture change.)

Because the status of women relative to men's is generally similar cross-culturally, and because the Women's Liberation Movement is not restricted to Western societies but has its counterparts in non-Western societies as well, the implications of the ideas and goals of the movement touch the lives of people everywhere. And because of these implications the Women's Liberation Movement as a social phenomenon should be of special interest to social scient-
ists in general, and anthropologists, in particular, because, as Beverly Chiñas pointed out in a recent paper,

anthropology thus far has had so little to contribute to the subject of Women's Studies and... it is very important that we present cross-cultural data in teaching about women to a far greater extent than we have been...

Perhaps the greatest disappointment in searching for cross-cultural data on women is the general absence of specific data in anthropological sources. This lacuna has been remarked from time to time in the profession but until the most recent past pitifully few anthropologists have been much concerned with women's roles or with women as one-half of the species Homo sapiens. In far too many ethnographies, including some of the most recent unfortunately, women appear as inconspicuous background figures, wives of men, mothers of children,...

The dilemma in which anthropology finds itself in regard to sex roles is proving more than a little embarrassing to a profession which has boasted of its holistic and comparative approach to human social systems. Those of us who have become increasingly aware of the extent to which... ethnocentric biases have skewed the interpretation of ethnographic data have had our faith in existing data, methodology, and theory severely shaken... Although anthropology probably can never be completely free from all bias, certainly we who teach courses in anthropology or use anthropological data in teaching need to be aware of the pitfalls of using existing data uncritically. Through a fuller understanding of the importance of the roles of both sexes in every social system, we should be able to present a more balanced and a more accurate view of human society.14

Finally, the Women's Movement should be of special interest to humanity because as Adrienne Rich points out:

...what is really "in the air" is not only the politics of housework or new marriage contracts or even, more seriously, equal pay for equal work, but a sense, on the part of men as well as women, that the way we live in a patriarchal society is dangerous for humanity.15
CHAPTER VI


2There appears to be some evidence of the absence of any status distinctions between the sexes among the newly-found Tasaday's of the Philippines, at least there is an absence of a division-of-labor based on sex. Also, the Pygmies of the Ituri Forest (Africa), especially the net-hunters, give evidence of being a truly egalitarian group.

3See almost any standard ethnographic account. Women are being discussed in terms of a culture's value system as to their "proper" function, however the ethnographic accounts focus on men and what men do, and women are discussed usually only in terms of their roles as wives, junior wives, mistresses, adultery, kinship, and marriage customs, all of which are activities relating to their sexual and procreative functions. For specific examples pick up any introductory text to cultural anthropology and examine the listings for women in the index.

4See Margaret Mead's, Male and Female, (New York: Dell Publishing Co., 1949), and Sex and Temperament, (New York: Mentor Books, 1950).


8. Leslie Haines, "Women in Symbolic Protest," Oregon Times, September 1972, pp. 29-31. She demonstrates that being "ladylike" has serious drawbacks to political activity and in obtaining social equality.


10. Ibid.

11. There seems to be some evidence that upper-class Black families have different values and goals and these are reflected in the heavy emphasis they place upon educating daughters, and in the fact that upper-class or upper income Black families are often composed of two professionals, both husband and wife having separate professions.
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APPENDIX

SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE CODING

Some 160 junior college and university students were asked to respond to these questions: 1) What do you perceive the goals of Women's Liberation to be? 2) What are your personal reactions to the Women's Liberation Movement? They were also asked to include their sex, age, marital status, work status (whether they were working, and if so, full or part-time), and the educational level of their parents. From the responses it was possible to categorize their perceived goals and their personal reactions as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perceived Goals</th>
<th>Personal Reactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Economic equality</td>
<td>X Agree on goals-not on methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Social Equality</td>
<td>1 Agree on economic goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Relieve oppressed status</td>
<td>2 Agree on social goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D Unisex-destroy feminity</td>
<td>3 Agree on &quot;oppression&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Destroy the family</td>
<td>4 Disagree on all goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F Child care centers</td>
<td>5 Movement is a joke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G Fulfill potential</td>
<td>6 God made us as we are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H Elimination of treatment as a sex object</td>
<td>7 Goals too radical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8 Women want equality but not responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9 Women are frail</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Responses were listed in order of frequency, statistical information was coded similarly, and information was then systematized. Following is a sample of the coding results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>A B</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>A B D</td>
<td>1 2 8 9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

A. How did you happen to get involved in the Women's Liberation Movement?

1. What particular experience or set of experiences led to your participation?

2. What does Women's Liberation mean to you?

B. Have changes occurred in your life since becoming a participant?

1. How do you see your involvement in terms of:
   a. kinds of commitment (and justification)?
   b. understanding of what needs to be changed (if anything)?
   c. resultant changes in personal behavior (e.g., does being a participant allow you to do things you couldn't do in the past.)

2. Has self-reappraisal been part of your experience with Women's Liberation activities?
   a. In what areas?
   b. Do the things you do surprise you or affect your past image of yourself?

C. How do you feel about sharing your experiences in Women's Liberation?

1. Are you interested in getting other women to participate?

2. What about explaining to men?
D. How is your participation accepted by others?
   1. In your home situation?
   2. On the job?
   3. In your personal relations?
   4. With old friends?
   5. What is the acceptance of others generally?

E. Are you satisfied with the Women's Liberation Movement?
   1. With its' goals (as you perceive them)?
   2. With your own understanding of the movement?
   3. With your participation level?

F. Whose recognition of your participation means the most to you?
   1. What specific individual?
   2. What is their relationship to you?
   3. Why is this person's recognition important?

G. How do you see yourself now?
   1. In terms of behavior?
   2. In terms of how you present yourself as a woman?